The invertebrate fauna of the mature timber habitat. Survey of areas - site reports - England by Harding, P.T.
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THE INVERTEBRATEFAUNAOF THEMATURETIMBERHABITAT
SURVEYOF AREAS- SITEREPORTS
ENGLAND
The followingcollectionof sitereportsis arrangedby NatureConservancy
Councilregions. The sectionof reportsforeachregionis prefacedby a
listof all theareasvisitedas partof thesurvey,withdatesof visits
and referencesto thesitereportnumbersand/orareadescriptions.
Region SectionNumber
EastAnglia 1
EastMidlands 2
North-eastEngland 3
North-westEngland 4
SouthEngland 5
South-eastEngland 6
South-westEngland


WestMidlands 8
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• THE INVERTEBRATE FAUNA OF THE MATURE TIMBER HABITAT
SURVEY OF AREAS
1. East An lia (En land) Re ion
The following areas have been visited as part of a national survey
commissioned by N.C.C. from I.T.E. The background and sources of this survey
are outlined in the contract report of March 1976. Some areas were reported
on in detail. These reports are included herewith in numerical order according
to the following list. The remaining areas have, for various reasons, not
warranted detailed reports. Summary descriptions of them have been made and
included in either of the contract reports (March 1976 or March 1977) where the
descriptions appear in the numbered "Area Descriptions" section.
All visits were made by P.T. Harding, almost invariably with the prior
permission of the owner or his agents (except in the case of public access areas).
All opinions expressed are related to the conservation value and potential of a
given area for the invertebrates of mature and over mature trees, dead wood and
associated biotopes.
Report number/
Area, County


Date visited Area description
Epping Forest, Essex


August 1976 1.1/1976-1, 1977-1
Kimberley Park, Norfolk


June 1976 1.2/1977-2


Merton Park, Norfolk


April 1976 1.3/1977-3.


Felbrigg Park and Woods, Norfolk July 1975 1.4/1976-2


Henham Park, Suffolk


August 1975 1.5/1976-3


Sotterley Park, Suffolk


June 1975 1.6/1976-4


Staverton Park, Suffolk (1972-73) August 1975 1976-5
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EPPING FOREST
ESSEX
National Grid reference : 51/4.9
Visited : 26 August 1976
Owners : G.L.C. (public open space)
The Forest was visited for one day during which it was possible to examine
4 areas. My visit coincided with the last few days of the great drought. Fires
had been and were starting all over the Forest and I was able to examine the
effects of two recent fires which covered at least 5 acres (2 ha) each. Several
photographs were taken of fire damage and fire fighting in progress.
Hi h Beech area (North-east of Claypit Hill). This is one of the two areas
singled out by entomologists as being of particular importance for the rarer
Coleoptera. It is beech/oak/hornbeam woodland with beech pollards of some 200+
years old, with much beech regeneration. The oak and hornbeam pollards are
mostly dying or dead, but hornbeam is regenerating in places. Dead wood is
plentiful in the often impenetrable understorey, with standing and fallen dead
trees as well as fallen branches. An extensive fire had swept through part of
this area a day or two previous to my visit. The worst damage resulted from the
underground fires which had caused several beech and hornbeam to fall. In places
erosion and some damage to trees has been caused by the public.
Lon Hills - Bur Wood. This area is more remoted than High Beech and seems to be
less damaged by public use. The woodland is a homogeneous mixture of oak, hornbeam
and beech with some holly, birch, apple and hawthorn. The beech are mainly old
(200+ years) and there are some of about 100 years old, with recent regeneration
in a few places. Some oak and hornbeam are possibly contemporary but there is a
wider range of ages including plentiful recent regeneration. Dead wood is quite
plentiful throughout.
Great Monk Wood. This is the other area which is particularly favoured by
entomologists. The northern end is mainly composed of overmature beech pollards
over bare ground with a few areas of birch and some oak and hornbeam mainly along-
side the A.11 and A.121 roads. Further south there is more oak and hornbeam mixed
with the beech. Dead wood is not plentiful except in the crowns of trees.
Woodbur Hollow - Lou hton Cam . A mixture of overmature oak, beech and hornbeam
pollards and some younger oak maidens (50-100 years) and with hornbeam natural
regeneration. There are also localised areas of birch dominated woodland. This
is possibly the least disturbed area seen. Dead wood is quite plentiful.
Summary .
Epping Forest is a well known site for the fauna associated with old trees.
The most comprehensive list of Coleoptera is that of Buck (1955) but additional
species have been recorded since. Entomologists criticise the management of
the Forest on the grounds that dead wood and trees are removed too readily.
Dead wood, of all forms, was found to be common, but nowhere really plentiful.
Public use of the area is intense in places and clearly much dead wood is
removed or destroyed as a result. However, in the remoter parts of the Forest,
hollow trees and fallen dead wood are to be found and are undisturbed. The tree
species composition varies greatly over the area but oak, beech and hornbeam are
principal species.
Although 1976 saw an unprecedented number of fires in the Forest, it is
unlikely that these will have had much serious effect on the fauna except to
cause the death of some otherwise healthy trees. Regeneration of the 3 principal
tree species is taking place, although it is somewhat localised in some cases.
References
Buck, F.D. 1955. A provisional list of the Coleoptera of Epping Forest.
Entomolooist's mon. Ma . 91 : 174
-192.
Paul T. Harding
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1. 2. 1.
KIMBERLEY PARK
NORFOLK
National Grid reference : 63/08.04
Visited : 7 June 1976
Owner : R.C. Buxton, Esq., Kimberley Hall
The park is now in two ownerships having been sold by the Wodehouse family
in the 1950s. The estate had belonged to the Wodehouses since about 1400.
Mr. Buxton owns the eastern half of the park, and it is this area that seems to
contain most of the remaining old parkland trees.
The present Hall dates from 1712, and the park was landscaped by Lancelot
Brown in about 1750. His plans for the landscaping still exist. Little remains
of the landscaped park other than near the lake where there are some old horse
chestnuts and sycamore. There are also a few beech and oaks scattered about
which must date from this period.
The main arca of ancient oak pollards which predate the 18th century land-
' seeping lies to the east of the Hall. These trees, some of which are believed
by Mr. Buxton to be 500 years old (and he may be correct) are in open parkland,
in areas of hawthorn scrub on irregular ground and in hedges. There is a similar
area of about 10 old oaks to the north-west of the Hall.
Both these areas have some truly massive oak pollards many of which are 5-6 m
breast height girth. Most are hollow, but few have any accumulations of red wood
mould owing to the fact that rabbits have excavated around the bases of trees and
down into the centre of the bases. There is a second generation of oaks scattered
among the older trees. These are mainly between 100 and 200 years, and there are
also a few plantings of young oaks up to 30 years old.
Dead wood is plentiful in the crowns of older trees and there is some fallen
dead wood. There is ample evidence of death-watch beetle and other timber boring
species in the old trees. Hawthorn is abundant among the oaks in the easternarea.
Summary

Much of the park has been cleared of trees, but two small areas with some
massive oak pollards as well as younger oaks remain. These are to the north west
of the Hall, and east of the Hall near the Wymondham to Carleton Forehoe road.
Hollow trees and dead wood in the crowns of trees are plentiful.. Although of
limited area, the remnants of this ancient park may be of some interest for
timber fauna, as it certainly is for epiphytic lichens.
Paul er.Harding
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1. 3. 1.
MERTON PARK
NORFOLK
National Grid reference ; 52/9097
Visited : 28 April 1978
Owner : Lord Walsingham - Agent Col. W. d'A. Garnier
Merton Park lies in a shallow basin, mainly on very light sandy soils. It
is bounded on the western side by the Peddars Way Roman road and on the southern
side by a low wooded hill (Sparrow Hill), along the crest of which runs the
Merton parish boundary with a distinct bank and ditch.
Much of the mature timber and parkland trees have been cleared in the last
decade. Felling of mature oak was in progress throughout Merton Wood. The area
of Merton Wood within the parish of Merton is mainly broadleaved woodland manage'd
to high forest, with a few scattered conifers. To the south Sparrow Hill is
mainly recent conifer plantations and birch scrub with a few boundary oak pollards.
The broadleaved woodland of Merton Wood lies on a variety of soil types with
heavier soils capping the highest part towards the west; here ash is common and
in some areas the ground flora is quite rich. On the very western edge, and along
the parish boundary, there are occasional hornbeams. The eastern half, of Merton
Wood is mainly mature oak woodland with beech and a mixture of exotics, with in
places a dense Rhododendron shrub layer. There is a fine area of oak/holly/birch
woodland, south of the Hall containing some of the oldest oaks in the wood and some
very large hollies.
There are some impressive 200+ year old oak and beech in The Squares, the
remnants of a vista grove, now growing in open scrub woodland. Elsewhere there •
are old oak pollards along Peddars Way, in some of the remaining park plantations
and edge coverts. There is a single ancient dead, hollow oak near the Watton/
Pockthorpe road in the south east of Merton Wood, this is probably the "Conquest
Oak" mentioned by Francis Rose; it is much larger than any other oak on the estate.
Much of the mature wood has been felled or is due to be felled, except possibly
some of that to the south of the Hall. Some ancient pollards remain, but all are
very exposed and desiccated. Fallen dead wood is not plentiful except in deepest
cover although there is some "lop and top" remains of recently felled oak and
diseased elm.
The history of the park and Merton Wood would repay investigation. Oliver
Rackham asserts that the park was enclosed from agricultural land although Merton
•
1. 3. 2.
Wood is believed to be ancient and elements of the epiphyte flora suggest
continuity of woodland cover. It is hoped that some information on the
history of the park and Merton Wood will emerge from John Sheail's work on
the Stanford P.T.A.
Summary
The park lies on sandy soils and Merton Wood is also mainly on sands
although there are areas of heavier soils. Much of the mature timber and
parkland trees have been cleared in the last decade. Felling of mature oak
was in progress throughout Merton Wood. Overmature oaks remain along the
Peddars Way and are scattered elsewhere in the park and woods. The Squares
contains some impressive old oak and beech of over 200 years. South of Merton
Hall is an area of oak/holly/birch woodland with a few beech. The oaks are
large, probably even aged (200-250 years), as are the hollies. O. Rackham
considers that the park was enclosed from agricultural land, but the epiphytic
lichen flora indicates woodland continuity and Merton Wood is believed to be
ancient. Boundary oaks are plentiful in the area. In many ways similar to
Sotterley Park, Suffolk, although overmature trees are less numerous at Merton.
Paul T. Harding .
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1. 4. 1.
FELBRIGG PARK AND WOODS
NORFOLK
National Grid reference : 63/192397
Visited : 11 and 12 July 1975
Owners/managers : National Trust (Regional Agent, Eastern Regional Office,
National Trust, Blickling, Norwich NR11 6NF)
The Felbrigg estate lies in the parishes of Felbrigg and Aylmerton and
surrounds the Hall which originated in 1620. The parish church of Felbrigg lies
in the south-east of the park, and it was around the area of the church that the
old village of Felbrigg existed until the middle of the 16th century.
The whole area lies on the glacial sands and gravel of the Cromer End-moraine
and is on superficially leached soils.
The estate falls into three distinct areas for the purpose of this survey:
the Great Wood (and its outliers), the park with isolated trees in open canopy,
and Common Plantation.
Felbri Great Wood
The area from the Lion's Mouth Valley to Harrison's Brake was examined with
the Chief Woodman, Mr. Massingham. Beech predominates as the mature species, with
some chestnut and oak. The oldest beech are "pollards" developed from high cut
coppice, of up to 300 years old. Most have grown to a few straight stems which
form a closed canopy with younger ( 200 years old) maidens of beech, sweet
chestnut and oak. Only in the Lion's Mouth area are typical low crowned pollards
found. Within the last 3 years several of the oldest beeches have blown over,
leaving considerable holes in the canopy which must jeopardise the survival of
their neighbours.
Dead wood in this area is represented almost entirely by beech. Dead branches
are plentiful in the pollards and recently fallen limbs are also plentiful. The
trees which have blown down have been cleared except for lop and top, the basal
stump and a few rotten pieces of trunk. Most dead limbs of beech must go for
firewood because Mr. Massingham said that up to 20 tons are cleared by estate
workers for their own use each year.
The structure, development and management of this area has been reported
upon by Pcterken and Rose in 1970
Paul T. Harding
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The Park
Compartment 18 of the dedicated woodlands is in fact structurally part of
the park although it has to some extent been invaded by sycamore and other
natural regeneration. It contains many 300 year old beech and sweet chestnut
and some oak which may be a little younger. Some very large sweet chestnut
pollards exist (breast height girth 5.9 m) and seem to be in a healthy condition.
The beech and oak are mostly maiden. Dead wood is not plentiful except for a few
boughs in the tree crowns.
Roundwood Hill is probably the principal area of interest in the park with
some very old oaks which, with the few oaks between the Hall and the church,
must predate all the other trees on the estate. Also in this area are beech,
sycamore and sweet chestnut of about 300 years. All are growing in open canopy
and have typical low stature with broad crowns.
The rest of the park has a rather thin scatter of trees, the best being the
ancient line of sweet chestnuts running between the Hall and church. Some
similarly aged beech and sycamore as well as the older oaks mentioned above are.
in this area.
Common lantation
This is a large area of oak plantation with some beech and chestnut, part of
which is now being selectively felled and replanted with conifers. Most of the
trees are less than 200 years old but many of the oaks are in a decrepit state
with numerous dead branches and some dead standing trees.
Succession
The succession of all species of trees is good in the Great Wood, with
examples of trees at 50-100 year generations from 300+ years old to recently
planted or naturally regenerated saplings. Succession in the park is less good,
but recently established specimen trees and blocks of the relevant species are
being carefully maintained; there is however at least a 250 year generation gap
for the parkland trees. The management intentions for Common Plantation are not
altogether clear, but it is probable that some succession of oak will remain.
Dead Wood
Beech. The beeches of the Great Wood exhibit most of the dead wood niches
available for invertebrates although because of the rapid clearance of fallen
timber for firewood the continuing supply of some niches may be irregular in the
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future. Much of the larger pieces of dead wood lie in clearingswhere the trees
have fallen and thereforeare exposed and seem rather desiccated. Dead branches
in living trees seem to be actively occupied by wood-boring insects.
Oak. The oaks in the Great Wood are mostly under 250 years old and exhibit
little other than dead branches and some fallen branches although these latter
tend to be cleared for firewood. The oaks of the park are older and hollow, and
contain some rather dry red heart rot together with dead branches and stumps
where branches have fallen. Fallen branches in the park seem to be cleared away.
Sweet chestnut and sycamore. Both species seem to be of limited use to
timber utilizing invertebrates, but in the parkland chestnuts there are
certainly plenty of dead branches in the trees available for those species
capable of utilizing them.
Evaluation
There can be little doubt that Felbrigg has considerable potential for the
fauna associated with beech timber, however 2 factors are perhaps against the
site being of highest importance. 1) There has probably not been continuity of
overmature beech timber on the site; what one secs now is a high-point for the
availability of the habitat. 2) Dead wood is cleared far too rapidly for the
fungal activity and timber fauna to go through their full cycle.
The potential of the oak is probably much less than for beech simply because
there are so few oaks which have reached the age of greatest value to the timber
utilizing fauna. However, to judge from the surrounding area, it is probable
that oak as a boundary tree has been widespread and common for many centuries.
As with beech the clearance of dead wood does not help matters.
Summary

Of considerable potential for fauna associated with beech, although there
* has probably not been continuity of overmature beech in the Great Wood, the
present situation is a high-point for the availability cifthe habitat. Oak,
beech and sweet chestnut occur throughout the Great Wood with good range of age
classes. The northern end of the park, contains many 300 year old oak and some
old beech, sweet chestnut and sycamore. Many are isolated and probably heat
sterilised. A new generation has been planted using these species,but there is
a 200+ year age gap. Fallen dead wood is cleared throughout the Great Wood and
Park and is a scarce habitat. O. Rackham suggests that the beeches of the Great
Wood originated on common land.
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BENHAM PARK
SUFFOLK
National Grid reference : 62/4477
Visited : 29 August 1975
Owner : Lord Stradbroke
The park is now mainly arable farmland and improved pasture. Some isolated
ancient oaks, mainly pollards are scattered over parts of the park together with
various exotics, but all are exposed and unlikely to be of much value either for
fauna or epiphytes. There are however two small areas of interest.
Oakhill Wood
The western half is oak/birch woodland with a few horse chestnuts over a pure
bracken stand. The oaks are mostly ancient pollards with multi-stemmed growths,
some of which are of a considerable height. A couple of oaks are dead, and a few
have fallen but are now devoid of bark, and have damp, hollow interiors. There is
a low proportion of young maiden oaks of circa 150 years. The birch are all mature
trees and there is little regeneration. Almost all the old oaks are hollow, with
red heart rot. Dead branches are plentiful in the Crowns and there are some fallen
branches. The southern edge and also the rideside on the east of this western half
are dense thickets of elm and sycamore natural regeneration. The ancient pollard
oaks continue into the meadow south of the western half.
The remainder of Oakhill Wood is mainly mature oak plantation of between 100
and 150 years old. All the trees are maidens, but many are stunted and some are
already stag headed. There is a small area of mature conifer plantation on the
southern edge. The ground flora is more varied than in the western half, but is
basically bracken/bramble dominated. The area provides for a succession of oak
adjacent to the ancient pollards.
Braker Hill and Side Hill
The north-eastern part of Braker Hill has ancient pollards, oak, sycamore
and ash over Bracken. The trees are widely spaced and large, with considerable
amounts of dead wood in the crown. Most trees are hollow. Behind this open area
is an oak/beech/sycamore plantation of the hill top. The ages of the trees in
the plantation vary but some may be as old as 200 years.
At the northern end of Side Hill are a dozen or so old oaks plus a few
boles which have been felled in recent years.
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Most of this valley on the western side of the park is mixed aged plantation
with a wide range of species of both broadleaved trees and conifers. For timber
fauna this area is potentially much less interesting than Oakhill Wood; however,
it is this western valley that Francis Rose describes as "a fine area of relic
oak forest", a view I find hard to agree with.
Summary
Two small areas are of interest. The western half of Oakhill Wood is oak/
birch woodland over bracken. The oaks are mainly ancient pollards, but a few
150 year maidens are also present. Dead trees, branches and fallen timber are
present and most pollards are hollow. Very similar to Staverton Park, Suffolk.
A valley on the western side contains a few old pollard oak, sycamore and ash,
mainly along Braker Hill and Side Hill. They are scattered over areas of bracken
and in mixed aged plantations of broadleaved and conifer species. 0. Rackham
suggests that the park was enclosed from agricultural land, but the oldest oaks
of Oakhill Wood and Braker Hill must predate enclosure.
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SOTTERLEY PARK
SUFFOLK
National Grid reference : 62/4685
Visited : (26 July 1973) and 12 June 1975
Owner : Miles Barne (absentee), managed by his father, Col. Michael Barne
Sotterley Park lies near the centre of the Sotterley Estate, an area notable
in tfiispart of East Anglia for its tree cover and hedgerows. In this sheltered
situation the park itself is slightly lower lying and well wooded, being almost
encircled by sheltering belts of woodland.
The origins of the park are obscure. In Domesday Book the parish contained
a wood for 100 hogs (large by local standards) and in 1309 Roger de Soterle held
manor and his son warren in the parish. The grant of free warren does not
necessarily imply emparkment as was inferred by Dr. Rose in his report on the
park. However, the circular outline of the park suggests a medieval origin. In
1744 when the Playters sold to the Barne family the estate was excessively wooded
and extensive fellings were done but the estate remained one of the best wooded in
Suffolk. The history of the deer park is unknown, it was listed in neither of the
19th century works on deer and deer parks (Shirley 1867 & Whitaker 1892). Oliver
Rackham (pers. comm.) suggests that all or part of the park was enclosed from
agricultural land. This suggestion is supported by the appearance of the layout
of parts of the park (see below).
The park was clearly landscaped in the later 18th century and the composition
of the parkland north of the Hall and of the Pleasure Grounds give evidence of this.
The standard trees in Sotterley Wood are of a similar age, but there can be little
doubt that part of this wood is of ancient origin, judging by its ground flora.
The park includes a large area of named woodland, most of which is mixed
deciduous, although there is a thin scatter of larch and other conifers throughout.
Scarls Grove has been largely replanted with conifers in the last 15 years, and
there is a 70 year old Pinetum at the north western end of the park. In Sotterley
Wood oak is the dominant tree with an understorey including hornbeam and hazel.
There are some hollies, but Col. Barne said that most of these were planted by his
grandfather. The oaks of Sotterley Wood are about 150 years old. Some coppice
was last cut about 10 years ago for faggot making - used in maltings producing
malt for Mackeson stout.
The open parkland seems to be of two types: that with a fairly even age
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planting of a mixture of tree species, and that with very old oak and ash
pollards, often aligned in rows. The planted parkland is to the north and
north-west of the Hall, and the trees are mainly,in avenues or clumps. Species
include oak, elm, ash,.beech, walnut, sycamore, lime, horse and sweet chestnuts
and various conifers. The average age of these planted trees is probably 150-200
years, certainly they postdate the building of the present Hall by the first
Berne owner in 1740. Much of this area is arable or is cut for hay. There is
an area of old hawthorn clumps at the northern end of Sotterley Wood. The oak
dominated parkland containing some very ancient pollards lies to the south and
west of the Hall and Pleasure Grounds. The structure of this area needs
examination as there is an indication that the oldest oaks follow regular lines,
as though delineating small closes. There are old ash pollards, occasional
hornbeam, elm and maple pollards as well as younger maiden oaks, some less than
100 years old. The age of the oldest oaks is difficult to gauge - certainly
over 350 years; Frances Rose gives as 500-600 years, which would be contemporary
with the acquisition of the park by the Playters family (1470). This area has
several small clumps of hawthorns and elders, and 3 plantings of oak in square.
enclosures. The area of open parkland to the south east of the Hall was not seen.
Park Wood and the area of parkland between it, the lake and the stream
flowing into it from the west, is probably the most important area for old oak
trees with dead wood. The oaks arc mainly maiden, with about 50%pollards in the
parkland portion only. These pollards are quite tall and not particularly
spreading. There are several dead standing oaks in the area, which are not to be
found elsewhere in the park. There are also some elm and ash and, along the
roadside, horse chestnut. The oldest oaks are probably over 400 years with some
venerable ash and elm of over 200 years. Park.Wood itself is composed of oak
standards older than those in Sotterley Wood (150-200 years) over coppice
(hornbeam, hazel, field maple, ash and wych elm) with a scatter of older oaks
similar to those in the adjacent parkland.
Bead Wood
Few trees are dying in the parkland, and of what trees that are dead, very
few have been left standing. Col. Berne said that most fallen timber is used
for firewood on the estate - "hardly a bag of coal comes onto the estate". What
is more worrying perhaps is that active "tidying up" has gone on recently -
against Col. Barne's instructions. Some old stumps have been burnt within the
last few months - and most of the dead trees show signs of some attempt to fire
them.
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Management
It seems that Col. Berne and his son are well aware of the conservation
interest of Sotterley Park, although Col. Barne is perhaps primarily interested
in the growing of trees and the maintenance of a healthy pheasant stock. Taking
the estate as a whole, it is remarkable for the abundance of hedges, hedgerow
pollards and trees, and corner plantings of trees. This latter would seem to
be the result of advice given by Colin Ranson to Miles Barne, a few years ago.
There seems to have been some resistance from the farm executive to this
conservationist swing. An advisory report on the use of farm chemicals in the
park was prepared by Brian Davis and P.W. Lambley in 1972 - this was done at
the request of the Barne's in the light of the interest in the epiphyte flora.
aroused by Lambley and Drs Rose and Hornby in 1971. Whether the recommendations
of the report have been implemented is difficult to guess. Ragwort is uncommon,
and thistles are quite plentiful in some of the grazed areas. The arable area
in the north west of the park is noticeably free of weed species indicating that
the use of herbicides continues.
Nine enclosures have been established in the areas of open parkland. These
were planted with nursery grown trees with a shelter of birch three years ago.
All the seed used was obtained from trees in the park. The fencing of some of
these enclosures is poor and it seems that cattle have already broken into at
least one. The enclosures are planted with single SpeCies (except for the
shelter of birch) as follows:
5 Quercus robur, 2 Juglans regia, 1 Pinus s lvestris, 1 Castanea sativa
Other than this young generation which is unlikely to produce more than 3
mature trees per enclosure, there is little succession, the youngest trees in the
parkland being oaks of about 100 years. More enclosures should be established,
preferably of oak and ash but some sycamore near to the old sycamores would be an
asset. Another possible source of recruitment to the open parkland would be the
adjustment of the woodland boundaries to allow some felling of all but a few trees-
in certain small areas. Similarly woodland could be extended into areas which are
at present lacking old park trees. Some natural regeneration of oak was noticed in
the area of the old oak pollards.
Summary

The park and its surrounding woods are scattered with old oaks, both pollards
and maidens, as is the Sotterley Estate generally. The outstanding lichen interest
of this area is partly based on taxa epiphytic on alien trees - sycamore and walnut.
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0. Rackham considers that all or part of the park was enclosed from agricultural
land, and in the oak "savanna" described by Rose in his report (10.10.1971) in
the south-west of the park, the trees do appear to be arranged in a pattern which
suggests a hedgerow origin. Clearly there has been continuity of tree cover in
the area and it would be interesting to see what fauna is present in this
situation.
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THE INVERTEBRATE FAUNA OF THE MATURE TIMBER HABITAT
SURVEY OF AREAS
2. East Midlands (England) Region
The following areas have been visited as part of a national survey
commissioned by N.C.C. from I.T.E. The background and sources of this survey
are outlined in the contract report of March 1976. Some areas were reported
on in detail. These reports are included herewith in numerical order according
to the following list. The remaining areas have, for various reasons, not
warranted detailed reports. Summary descriptions of them have been made and
included in either of the contract reports (March 1976 or March 1977) where the
descriptions appear in the numbered "Area Descriptions" section.
All visits were made by P.T. Harding, almost invariably with the prior
permission of the owner or his agents (except in the case of public access
areas). All opinions expressed are related to the conservation value and
potential of a given area for the invertebrates of mature and overmature trees,
dead wood and associated biotopes.
Report number/
Area, County Date visited Area description
White Wood, Everton, Bedfordshire (November 1973) 1976-6
Woburn Park, Bedfordshire June 1976 1977-4
Bradgate Park, Leicestershire June 1975 2.1/1976-8
Croxton Park, Leicestershire November 1976 1977 Appendix III
Grimsthorpe Park, Lincolnshire May 1977 2.2
Morehays Lawn Oaks, Northamptonshire (APril 1972) 1976-9
Birklands & Bilhaugh, Nottinghamshire August 1975 2.3/1976-10
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BRADGATE PARK
LEICESTER
National Grid reference : 43/525098
Visited : 7 June 1975
Owners/Managers : Bradgate Park Trustees, Estate Surveyors Department,
County Hall, Glenfield, Leicester, LE3 8RN
The park lies on an area of high ground to the north west of Leicester. It
is ancient in origin and belonged to the Grey family of Groby from 1440 until
1928 when it was acquired under the trusteeship of Leicestershire County Council
as a public open space. The deer park now lies within the much larger Bradgate
County Park (see Lowday & Wells 1977).
It lies on ancient rocks; Pre Cambrian grits, shales and hornstones in the
north, with numerous outcrops at the highest points, and in the south on Syenite
which also outcrops. There is an alluvial streamside valley running towards the
southern end of Cropston Reservoir from the south west side of the park. Soils
generally are thin, rocky and leached although peat layers have built up in
some areas.
Most of the park iS open bracken heath with numerous rides and paths and
some areas of boggy grassland. In the southern half some flat areas of grass-
land are used for hay cutting and for recreation; these have probably been
re-seeded. The areas of plantations and park woodland are shown.on the map and'
are detailed below.
The whole park, with the exception of the "Deer Enclosure" and the enclosed
woodlands, is open to the public for walking, cycling and to a limited extent for
horse-riding. There are three public car parks, at Hallgate Farm, Old John and
Newtown Linford. A metalled road runs between Newtown Linford and Hallgate via
the Deer Barn, but this is not open to public vehicles.
Enclosed Plantations
There are six areas of plantations enclosed by 1-1-2m high stone walls, all
probably originated in the mid-late 19th century, but one has been replanted
since World War II. The plantations are composed as follows, numbers refer to
the numbered plots on the map.
Scots pine and mixed hardwoods less than 30 years old.
Oak (Q. robur), sycamore (Acer seudo latanus) and Scots pine.
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As for 2 above.
Oak (Q. robur) and sweet chestnut (Castanea sativa). Some cleared recently,
probably for replanting.
As for 2 above.
Scots pine.
Un-enclosed Plantations
Tyburn Hill is crowned by a group of limes (Tilia sp.) which are probably
about 100 years old, there are three ancient Castanea pollards also. Individual
specimen trees of various species (sycamore, pine and Castanea etc.) have been
planted on this hill in recent years.
There are two small plantings in the northern park which give some hope of
succession of the open canopy oak habitat in this area.
A group of about 30 oaks (Q. robur) mostly broad crowned maidens of up to
100 years old.
An open grouping of 15 oaks (? Q. petraea) with typical open crowns resulting
from the wide spacing - about 25 years old. Also in this area is a small
fenced planting of mixed oak/beech/sweet chestnut, about 10 years old.
Areas of Ancient Oaks
Ancient oaks (mainly Q. petraea) of an average breast height girth of 4 m
are scattered widely over many parts of the park, mainly as single trees or groups
of less than 10 trees. They are all very exposed and desiccated. There are,
however, three areas where ancient oaks are concentrated and form open canopied
woodland.
A group of about 35 large pollard oaks, most of which are hollow shells with
dry heart rot/red mould. All show signs of human activities•in the form of
litter accumulation, faeces, or platforms built in the boughs or in the
hollow trunk.
The "Deer Enclosure" is in fact not enclosed on the north side where it is .
bounded by a stream. The public are requested (by means of sign posts) not
to enter the area at any time. I was refused entry in July because of the
danger from red deer does with young calves. It is an area of open oak
woodland with many ancient trees over bracken dominated rocky heath. It is
clearly the area of the park with the greatest potential for invertebrates
because it is the largest and the least disturbed by the public. Few trees
seem to have reached any great size either in height, girth or crown spread,
many.are senile with almost completely dead crowns, and a few are dead but
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still standing. Being unable to enter the area it was impossible to judge
the area but there seems to be little prospect of succession other than a
few recently planted specimen trees.along the stream valley. There are a
few exotics - conifers and sycamore, among the oaks.
11) An area of oak with a few exotics on rocky faces which must have been
similar to area 10, but is now severely eroded, being open to the public
and near the most popular car park. A small area of 100-150 year old oak
is fenced off.
Between areas 10 and 11 is an alluvial valley with streamside alders and some
planted elms between thestream and the road.
Succession
Considering the park as a whole, there are three generations of oaks - the
ancient trees (over 350 years old) in areas 9 to 11 and scattered in other areas,
the mid 19th century plantations in areas 2-5 and 7, and the youngest plantings
of a small group (area 8) and of specimen trees. In effect the generations are
often widely separated by open areas of heathland. This applies especially to
area 10, potentially the most interesting part of the park, which as far as I
could see has only a dozen or so young trees planted within or near the present
area of ancient trees.
Ancient trees of other species are very few but there seems to be sufficient
provision for stocking of these species at the same level for future generations.
Dead Wood
It is impossible at this stage to comment on the dead wood situation in area
10 other than to say that many of the trees appear to be hollow. The trees in
areas 9 and 11 are mostly hollow and contain some dry heart rot/red mould but are
probably too disturbed to be of much value. Fallen branches in these areas are not
very plentiful, but it would seem surprising if there is an active policy of
clearing of fallen limbs, it may be that they are cleared by the public. The trees
in all three areas, but more especially the isolated ancient trees scattered
through the rest of the park are rather exposed to sunlight and probably desiccate
rapidly in dry spells. Food flowers are not plentiful in the park. Hawthorn is
widely but thinly scattered, but there is little else available within the park.
Evaluation
Bradgate Park is known to have considerable entomological interest and some
rarities associated with ancient trees have been recorded. For lists of Coleoptera
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see Bates (1896) & Henderson (1962). However, most of the park is not of
particularly high potential because of the poor succession prospects,
interference by the public with dead wood and ancient trees, and the exposed
position of most of the oldest trees. Area 10 seems to be potentially the
most interesting as well as being the largest in area - however, here
succession prospects seem to be poor.
Mana ement Suteestions
The establishment of a new generation of oaks, of local provenance, in
Area 10.
Continued exclusion of the public at all times from area 10.
No dead wood (branches or whole trees) to be removed from site except where
poses a particular management problem or safety hazard.
Some of the trees in the 19th century plantations should be left to mature
and wherever possible oak should be favoured.
Replacement plantation in the enclosures should be directed towards an oak
final crop, and acorns of local provenance should be used wherever possible.
Small group plantings of oaks, of local provenance should be made in suitable
sites throughout the park. These could either be in small fenced blocks or
as single specimen trees (e.g. Area 8).
Hawthorn bushes should be allowed to remain and if possible some should be
planted near existing stands of oak (all generations).
Summary
Known to have considerable entomological interest and some rarities associated
with ancient trees have been recorded. Lists for several groups are available at
Leicester Museum. Most of the park is not of particularly high value because of
the poor succession prospects, interference by the public with dead wood and ancient
trees, and the exposed position of most of the oldest trees. The "Dter Enclosure"
at the southern end is reported to be the richest faunistically. This area.of oak
pollards over bracken is closed to the public and undisturbed. Succession here
appears to be poor, but dead wood and hollow trees are plentiful.
References
Bates, F. 1896. The Coleoptera of Bradgate Park. Trans. Leicester lit. hil.
Soc. 4 : 170-176.
Henderson, C.W. 1962. An introduction to the beetles of Bradgate Park and
Reservoir, in Surveys of Leicestershire Natural Histor : Brad ate Park and
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GRIMSTHORPEPARK
LINCOLNSHIRE
National Grid reference : 53/0220
Visited : 30 May 1977
Owner : Lord Ancaster. Agent : P.B. Grimes, Esq.
Much of the extensivelandscapedpark attached to GrimsthorpeCastle is now
arable or pasture,but in the remote southern end, an area of oak dominated
parkland remains. Part of this is over improved pasture,but two areas of
unimprovedbracken/grassfield layer remain. A park was presentat Grimsthorpe
in the 1540's at the time of Leland's itineraryand it is believedthat the
remainingold oak parklandoriginatedas a monastic park.
• The southern end of the park is on high ground which slopes away sharply on
the western edge and more graduallyto the north. The eastern section of oak
parkland (see map) ends on its northern edge in some old limestonequarries
(known as"The Pots and Pans"). These quarriesare rather overgrownwith Brachypodium
pinnatumand scrub in places, but the flora of this area could be of similar
interest to that at the nearby Scottlethorpe embankment site. The dome of the
southern park is on Cornbrashwith sections through variousGreater Oolite series
on the western and northernedges. Oxford Clay and a little glacialdrift is
present in the extreme south east. Soils on the Cornbrashseem to be poorly
drained and base poor with much bracken and Holcus.
Oak is the dominant tree of the southern park, with some rows and avenues of
horse chestnut. Field maple and a few ash are also present. In places hawthorn
is quite common with both mature shrubs and young saplings. Elder bushes and a
few sallows were also noted. At the extreme southern end there is an area of
young sycamore regeneration. If allowed to mature this species could be quite
invasiveover part of the parkland. The oaks have the appearanceof being a
natural populationof Q. robur with a wide variety of leaf shapes, and phenology
of leafing. There is a wide variety of ages of oaks, with many overmature
specimens. Younger mature oaks are less co-imon,and naturallyregeneratedoak
saplings and planted specimensare also present. Natural regenerationof oak
and hawthornseems to have taken place within the last 10-15 years but recent
damage to the saplings by rodents and/or deer seems to be severe in places.
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Coleopteracollectedhere in the 1960's have been listed by Crowson and
Hunter (1964) and Hunter and Johnson (1966) with additionalspecies being
listed by these collectorsin manuscriptlists on the NCC files. Dr. R.C. Welch
has collected togetherall these records, to which have been added his own records
from his visit in May 1977.A total of 160 species of Coleopteraare recorded
from the park in a manuscriptlist by Dr. Welch, prepared for NCC in June 1977.
The epiphyte flora of the park is reputed to be poor due to atmospheric
pollution. A survey is believed to have been made by Dr. M.D.R. Seaward in the
mid 1960's.
Summary
A park was presentat Grimsthorpein the mid 16th century and it is believed
that the remainingarea of old oak parklandin the south of the landscapepark
originatedas a monastic park. It is an excellentarea of oak dominatedparkland
with many ancient and overmaturetrees. There are some recent plantingsof oak and
other species. It is known to be of importancefor timberutilisingColeoptera
(Crowsonand Hunter 1964, Hunter and Johnson 1966). The epiphyte flora is reputed
to be poor because of atmosphericpollution. Only part of the oak parklandarea
is includedin the present SSSI.
References
Crowson, A.A. and Hunter, F.A. (1964) Some Coleopteraassociatedwith old trees
in GrimsthorpePark, Lincs. Entomolo ist's mon. Ma . 100, 198-200
Hunter, F.A. and Johnson,C. (1966) FUrther notes on Coleopteraassociated
with old trees in GrimsthorpePark, Lincs. Entomolo ist's mon. Ma . 102, 284.
Paul T. Harding
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BIRKLANDS AND BILHAUGH, SHERWOOD FOREST
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
National Grid reference : 43/6.6.
Visited : 6 and 7 August 1975
Owner : see below
Introduction

thie Birklands and Bilhaugh S.S.S.I. covers 546 ha (1,350 acres) and
includes a substantial area of heathland - Budby South Forest Heath. My survey
was limited to the non-heathland areas. Although the two areas are structurally
similar and probably have similar histories, the following report deals separ-
ately with the main Birklands/Bilhaugh area and with the detached portion of
the Bilhaugh to the north of The Buck Gate. The present management and future
conservation prospects of the two areas are different.
Ownership
The whole area is as far as I can gather owned by the Thoresby and Pierrepont
Estates, Thoresby Park, 011erton, Newark, Notts. Most of the Birklands is
leased to the Ministry of Defence as part of the Dukeries Tactical Training Area.
A small area is also leased to the Forestry Commission. Much of the eastern part
of the Birklands is now the Sherwood Country Park administered by the Nottinghamshire
County Council. Seventy ha have recently been sold to the N.C.B. for the site of
a spoil tip for Edwinstowe Colliery.
BIRKLANDS AND BILHAUGH (MAIN AREA)
Land Use

At the time of my survey, from my observations and from the information
gained from Mr. R.P.H. McFerran, AgenL of the Thoresby and Pierrepont Estates,
the area was under the following managements. All the areas are approximate -
see map.
Budby South Forest Heath
-
174 ha Heathland.
Assarts Wood/Seymour Grove 70 ha Conifer plantation.
arable field 14 ha Heathland (?), ploughed 1974.
Queen Oak Plantation 14 ha Birch woodland.
Notts C.C. Country Park 80 ha Contains a large area of oak/birch
woodland.
011erton Assarts Plantation 26 ha Conifer plantation.
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National Coal Board
-
70 ha Mainly birch scrub/woodland -
to be used as spoil tip for
Edwinstowe Colliery.
Area A 101 ha Oak/birch woodland.
Description
Even in the short term only 181 ha in two areas arc of any importance for
the conservation of the ancient trees and oak/birch woodland. These are the
area 9f the Notts C.C. Sherwood Country Park and the area A (see map). Of these
it is probable that the value of the Country Park will be severely diminished
within a few years owing to the public use and abuse of the area. The following
description applies only to these two areas.
The woodland is open canopy oak and birch. There are four recognisable
generations of oak with both species represented in all generations, but
Q. petraea is slightly commoner in the western part.
Generation A - Ancient trees mostly over 4.5 m breast height girth but with a
few specimens of up to 10 m (e.g. Major oak). The largest trees are almost all
very stunted, branching low down and with much epicormic growth. Many trees are
dead or carry only a few living limbs. Many of the senile and dead trees have
a similar appearance - pot -bellied and gently tapering up the trunk. None are
pollards (other than the occasional self-pollard) or are of coppice origin. It
is possible to see how this form develops among the senescent trees (especially
in the Buck Gate area) as the outer limbs drop off leaving the central leader.
Many of the dead trees are barkless and have clearly been dead for a long
time, but are still standing, often in very exposed situations. Decay is
probably slow, possibly as a result of the low rainfall (63 cm/annum), deep free
draining acid soil and consequent poor soil fauna. Almost all the ancient trees
are hollow, although not always accessible from ground level, with dry red mould
heart rot.
It is difficult to age these trees but presuming a slow growth-rate because
of the low rainfall and poor soil it is probably not unrealistic to estimate
100 years per 1 m breast height girth (excluding epicormic growths). This would
place most of the ancient trees at between 400 and 600 years old and, allowing
that some dead standing trees have probably been dead for over 50 years, there is
probably a wide range of ages of dead, senile and senescent trees in the A
generation.
Generation B - There is probably an interval of about 100 years to the oldest
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trees of the B generation. These oldest trees are about 250 years old and
most have a pollard-like form, branching at 3-5 m to give a broad crown with
no central leader (unlike most of the A generation oaks).
However, most are about 150-175 years old and rarely exceed 2.5 m breast
height girth. Almost all are maidens with good branchless trunks, having
grown in groups. This suggests that in around 1800 some deliberate policy of
planting or stock fencing to allow natural regeneration was carried out,
possibly as a result of the 1790 Naval timber survey. The main area of circa
1800_trees is in the south-western corner.
Generation C - Trees of 50-100 years old. They are scattered throughout the
area and could be confused with stunted B generation trees in some places. The
C.generation is not as plentiful as the B generation.
Generation D - Saplings of recent origin are scattered widely over the site
wherever there is a break in the canopy.
Succession
There are good prospects for succession of oak, but there is a substantial
age gap between the main groups of the A and B generations. The B generation
may take another 100-150 years to attain the proportions and condition of the
A generation, by which time many of the latter may have disappeared. It is
clear that the ancient oaks are a remnant of a continuously regenerating natural
population-which has contained overmature trees for many centuries. It is
probable that the proportion of ancient trees has fluctuated during that time
and that the predicted decline in the number of ancient trees has happened before.
Mane ement and Conservation
Several factors are already threatening or are likely to threaten the
conservation value of the area. 1) The lowered water table (due to water extrac-
tion from the Bunter Sandstone) is apparently affecting the growth rate of the
oaks and causing die back. Although this is causing the premature death of the
A generation trees and possibly some B generation trees, it is probable that the
majority of the B, and subsequent generations, will develop having adapted to
this lower water table, but may have an overall shorter life-span as a-result.
2)-The Country Park has the dual effect of concentrating,the'already considerable
public pressure in part of the Birklands near the Major_(or Queen) oak. However,
the Country Park is not only formalising an existing situation, but it.is by its
very nature, likely to attract additional visitors to the area, if only by
providing the extensive car parks and other facilities beside the B6034.
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3) Whether it is legal or not, the public seem to have general access to the
whole of the Birklands oak/birch woodlands (Area A). Unsupervised use of
these areas is already having visible effects, erosion of paths, compaction
of the soil along paths and burning of large areas of bracken with resultant
loss of birch saplings (which give shade to fallen dead wood) and some older
oaks. The interiors of some old hollow trees seem to have been fired in recent
years.
It is suggested that to maintain the appearance of at least some of the
Birklands, a complete moratorium on public access, forestry and timber extrac-
tion, and even collecting by entomologists should be made on parts of Area A.
This would almost certainly be heralded as impractical, but it is probable that
the public will have destroyed the "Old Sherwood" appearance of the Country Park
area by the end of this century (if not earlier). Pressure to use the whole of
the Birklands as a country park should be resisted unless a large area can be
designated a no access and non-interference area, otherwise it is probable that
the whole of the remaining 181 ha of oak/birch woodland of the main Birklands/
Bilhaugh area will be destroyed within 50 years.
BILHAUGH (BUCK GATE)
Description
This. is a detached portion of the S.S.S.I. of about 50 ha. Oak/birch
woodland over bracken with a small area of open grass heath, a small conifer/
beech/oak plantation and an ancient chestnut avenue containing both Castanea 
sativa and Aesculus hi ocastaneum.
The oak/birch woodland is very similar to that of the Birklands area, but
with some possibly taller old oaks and more stunted younger oaks. Very few
birch appear to be more than 50 years old and most are considerably younger
suggesting some recent invasion.
Four generations of oak are present:
- Ancient trees, many of which are dead or have only a few living branches.
There are a few magnificent ancient oaks of over 4.5 m breast height girth which
appear to be vigorous and healthy. These may,be contemporary with the 520 year
old tree felled in 1960 in this area (Barrow, Peterken & Welch report, 1969).
- Trees of between 150 and 250 years old. It is difficult to estimate the
age of this generation group because many trees are obviously stunted by edaphic
factors. However, an older generation of mature trees is present at a low density.
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- Trees of between 50 and 150 years old. This generation group is wide-
spread, dominant in places to form a closed canopy, especially in the south
eastern quarter. Trees are rather small ih many cases and exhibit the growth
form found in the A generation here and in the main area.
- Naturally regenerated saplings arc quite plentiful in places, mainly in
the areas of the A and B generations.
Birch, mainly Betula cndula, with a little sallow (Salix caprea), sycamore
and holly, is widespread but tends to be present where the C and D generations
of oak are absent. Hawthorn and elder are conunoneston the western edge, but
also occur infrequently throughout the area.
The chestnut avenue contains some ancient sweet chestnuts which must be over
250 years old. The horse chestnuts appear to be younger and there are also sweet
chestnuts of about 100 years in the two lines of trees.
The small plantation (Corsican pine/larch/beech/oak) is probably about 20
years old and has been thinned once. The beech and oak are not thriving.
Succession

The succession of oak seems to be assured although there are perhaps rather
few B generation trees. However, many of the A generation are alive with almost
complete crowns and should survive longer than most of the A generation trees in
the main area.
Management and Conservation
The area is maintained by the Estate as a preserved area, the only use
being for game cover. There is no public access although two war-time metalled
rides run through the area and it is used by the Estate for through access.
There is a good range of age classes of oaks growing in more closed conditions
than in the main area. Although small in area (50 ha) this part probably offers
the best long-term prospects for retention of the habitat.
Summary
Within the Birklands and Bilhaugh S.S.S.I. only 230 ha of typical oak/birch
woodland remain. A Notts County Council Country Park covers 80 ha of'this area
•in the Birklands, and public facilities here are likely to reduce the value of
this sector in future years. The remaining 101 ha of the Birklands are probably
the best representative examp/e of old Sherwood, but must be threatened by
proximity to the Country Park. The Bilhaugh (Buck Gates) area contains some
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exotic tree species, but generally the prospects seem better here, because there
is no public access and also a good range of age classes of oaks, some in fairly
closed canopy. However, being only 50 ha, the area may not be viable as an
isolated unit.
Sherwood is a classic area for many of our rarest Coleoptera associated
with dead wood (Carr 1916, 1935) and is probably of international importance,
at least on the basis of past records. There is an immediate need for some
positive conservation action here to preserve at least the remoter parts of
the Birklands from further damage through unrestricted public access. The
Bilhaugh (Buck Gates) area is at present actively preserved by the Estate.
References
Barrow, M.D., Peterken, G.F. & Welch, R.C. 1969. Birklands and 011erton Corner
(Bilhaugh) S.S.S.Is, Sherwood Forest, Nottingham. Typed report. 2 pages.
Carr, J.W. 1916. The invertebrate fauna of Nottinchamshire. Nottingham.
Carr, J.W. 1935. The invertebrate fauna of Nottinchamshire first su lement.
Nottingham.
Postscript

Since the above report was written, several developments have highlighted
the conservation problems at the Birklands. The Notts County Council Country
Park has, or is going to extend into most of the S.S.S.I. (except the Buck Gates
area) following the withdrawar of the M.O.D. from this sector.
N.C.C. are well aware of the position of the County Council and their
requirements for ecological advice. In January 1977 Dr. Eric Duffey and I
discussed the importance and problems of the Birklands with Dr. Vincent and
Mr. Flinton, of the Planning and Transportation Department of the County Council,
at the request of that department.
Subsequently the Department and N.C.C. have entered into negotiations and
are liaising over a survey of the fauna of the area, spearheaded by Mr. John
Crocker.
The following appendix was compiled for the meeting with Dr. Vincent and
Mr. Flinton.
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Appendix

SHERWOOD FOREST, NOTTS - COLEOPTERA
The following species of Coleoptera have been recorded from the Forest,
mainly in Carr (1916, 1935). All these species are rare or local and are
considered to be reliable indicators of ancient forest relic areas where
continuity of overmature deciduous tree cover, especially oelcs,has been
present.
SCYDMAENIDAE CERAMBYCIDAE
Euthia linearis Muls Le tura scutellata F.
Stenichnus odarti (Latr.)
CHRYSOMELIDAE
PTILIIDAE Cr toce halus querceti Suffr.
Ptenidium ressneri Er. RHIZOPHAGIDAE
P. turgidum Thoms. Rhizo ha us oblon icollis (B. & H.)
PSELAPHIDAE CUCUJIDAE
Plecto hloeus nitidus (Fairm.) Pediacus dermestoides (F.)
Batrisodes venustus (Reichb.)
LATHRIDIIDAE
HISTERIDAE Enicmus consimilis Mann.
Ple aderus disseetus Er. Corticaria alleni Johnson
Abraeus ranulatus Er.
MYCETOPHAGIDAE
LYMEXYLIDAE M ceto ha us iceus (F.)
H lecoetus dermestoides (L.)
COLYDIIDAE
ELATERIDAE
Elater cardinalis Schiodte
Procraerus tibialis (Lac.)
Teredus nitidus (F.)
ANOBIIDAE
Anitys rubens (Hoff.)
BUPRESTIDAE
A rilus annonicus (Pill. & Mitt.)
PTINIDAE
Ptinus sub ilosus Sturm.
HELODIDAE
Prionoc- hon serricornis (Mull.)
OEDEMERIDAE
Ischnomera sanquinicollis (F.)
SCRAPTIIDAE
Sera tia fuscula Muell.
ALLECULIDAE
Prion chus fairmairei Reiche
Pseudocistela ceramboides (L.)
SERROPALPIDAE
Phloeotr a vaudoueri Muls.
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Sherwood is clearly an important locality for Coleoptera associated with
"dead wood". It is probably of international importance, but unlike Windsor
Forest, New Forest and Moccas Deer Park, it is not the sole recorded British
locality for any species. Probably the rarest species is Prion chus fairmairei
which_is only known to occur at one other British locality - Arundel Park,
Sussex. F.A. Hunter (A.D.A.S. Lawnswood, Leeds) has recorded all or most of the
rarer species of Sherwood within the last decade. However, not all the records
were from the Birklands and Bilhaugh. Hunter and probably Peter Skidmore
(Doncaster Museum) know the Coleoptera of Sherwood as well as anyone, and they
report that several localities including Best Wood Park, Burnstump Hill, Clumber
Park Newstead Abbey, Thoresby Park and Welbeck Park provided refuges for some
of the rarer Coleoptera. However, both agree that the Birklands and Bilhaugh
is the single most important area.
Paul T. Harding
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THE INVERTEBRATE FAUNA OF THE MATURE TIMBER HABITAT
SURVEY OF AREAS
. North-East Encland Reoion
The following areas have been visited as part of a national survey
commissioned by N.C.C. from I.T.E. The background and sources of this survey
are outlined in the contract report of March 1976. Some areas were reported
on in detail. These reports are included herewith in numerical order according
to the following list. The remaining areas have, for various reasons, not
warranted detailed reports. Summary descriptions of them have been made and
included in either of the contract reports (March 1976 or March 1977) where
the descriptions appear in the numbered "Area Descriptions" section.
All visits were made by P.T. Harding, almost invariably with the prior
permission of the owner or his agents (except in the case of public access
areas). All opinions expressed are related to the conservation value and
potential of a given area for the invertebrates of mature and overmature trees,
dead wood and associated biotopes.
Area, County
Buncombe Park, North Yorkshire
Hack Fall Valley, North Yorkshire
Rye Valley Woods, North Yorkshire
Studley Royal Park, North Yorkshire
Billsmore Park and Grasslees Burn
Woods, Northumberland
Holystone Burn Oaks, Northumberland
Upper Warks Burn, Northumberland
Date visited
July 1976
August 1975
July 1976
July 1975
July 1976
July 1976
July 1976
Report number/
Area description
3.1/1977-5
3.2/1976-15
1977-6
3.3/1976-16
3.4 /1977-7
1977-8
1977-9
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DUNCOMBE PARK
NORTH YORKSHIRE
National Grid reference : 44/5883
Visited : 21/22 July 1976
Owners : Duncombe Park Estate (Lord.Feversham). Agent : Mr. I.N..Saggers
Duncombe Park lies astride Rye Dale between Rievaulx and Helmsley. The
valley has a flat flood plain which is now mainly improved pasture. The
valley sides rise up on steep banks where the river has cut through a series
of soft Oolite strata with Corallian strata and Oxford clay on the plateaux
above.
The original park extended over a wide area of open moorland (the Red
Deer Park) to the south west of Helmsley. This moorland is dissected by some
deep north-east facing "gills" which remain as isolated areas of semi-natural
broad-leaved woodland in areas which are now mainly commercial forests. Some
other areas of broad-leaved woodland remain on the south side of the Rye valley,
the most notable of which is Castle Hill (see below).
The landscape park on the north side of the valley has been modified for
modern forestry and agriculture, with broad-leaved woodland remaining on the
upper slopes in Park Plain Wood, in Terrace Bank Wood, and the adjacent pleasure
grounds, and in a small area immediately north of Duncombe House (see below).
Deer Park Gills
Although these areas proved to be of little importance for dead wood fauna •
they are of importance as examples of steep, often vertical, sided gorges with
broad-leaved woodland and several were entered. I can report that Ship Gill,
Hollins Gill, Sword Gill, Castle Gill and Beech Gill remain in a relatively
undisturbed state, some have considerable areas of rock face and boulder screes.
Small-leaved lime is common in these areas. They are almost certain to be rich
in bryophytes and lichens.
Castle Hill
This is an isolated knoll of Lower Limestone (Middle Oolite) which is
covered with open canopy oak woodland. The oaks are ancient stunted trees with
the appearance of pollards. Some are hollow and all have dead wood in the crown.
Fallen limbs are also plentiful. There are also a few overmature small-leaved limes
and some hawthorns. The hill is so remarkably different from anywhere else seen
in North York Moors valleys that its potential importance,despite the small area,
3. 1. 2.
should not be overlooked.
The south bank of Rye Dale between Castle Hill and Mill Bank Wood is in
the process of being planted with conifers, but some areas remain undisturbed
open bracken heath with ancient oaks and a few limes. Even in the young
plantations,the ancient oaks appear to be being left and there is some oak
regeneration in the area, but it is all young.
Park Plain Wood
Mature oak/beech plantation of about 120+ years old whiCh is being
selectively felled, Well managed commercial forestry with little dead wood.
Terrace Bank Wood
This is beech/oak/ash/lime and elm high forest plantation of about 200 years.
The tallest T. x vulgaris in Britain is in this area (Mitchell - Field Guide to
Trees, Collins 1974). The adjacent Park Hill Wood which was similar was being
felled at the time of my visit. The pleasure grounds on the plateau above
Terrace Bank are mainly beech and sycamore high forest of a similar age. There
arc few dead or dying trees and dead limbs are scarce.
Area north of House (604834)
Mixed aged oak woodland with about 20 ancient pollards mainly near roadway
on south side of a ravine. There are also a few old oak pollardsbetween this
area and Helmsley Castle. Most of the woodland oaks are circa 200 year maidens
(3 m breast height girth), with some of 100 years. There are also some circa 200
year beech and a few elm and lime. There is a lime (Tilia x vul aris) grove on
NW side of western ravine. More open oak parkland around buildings on west side.
A rather disturbed area in which most dead wood appears to be cleared fairly
rapidly.
Summary

Duncombe Park was a favoured locality for several rare Coleoptera, but there
are few if any recent records. Two areas are of particular interest for dead wood
fauna. Castle Hill, and the southern bank of Rye Dale to the east of it, still
carry some ancient oaks and small-leaved limes with ample dead wood. This type of
parkland may have covered more of the Red Deer Park in the past. North of Duncombe
House is an area of oak dominated woodland with about 20 ancient oak pollards as
well as younger trees. Castle Hill appears to have a unique woodland structure
in Rye Dale and as far as 1 know, in the rest of the North York Moors valleys. The
gills of the Red Deer Park are also probably of ecological importance, but not for
dead wood fauna. The rest of the estate is mainly commercial forestry and orna-
mental plantations.
Paul T. Harding
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3. 2. 1.
HACK FALL VALLEY
NORTH YORKSHIRE
National Grid reference : 44/234773
Visited : 1 August 1975
This site was recommended by Dr. Francis Rose for inclusion in the preliminary
list of potential sites. It was visited for about one hour. The woods on the
west side of the River Ure were examined between the old West Riding/North Riding
boundary and the valley of the tributary stream running down from Grewelthorpe
Village.
The River Ure runs through a steep-sided gorge cut through what is presumably
Millstone Grit. The gorge is about 4 kilometres long, and is at its narrowest
at the area of Hack Fall. The woodland on the west bank at Hack Fall is on a
slope rising from 70 m to 160 m altitude over some 250 m distance. Soils are
loamy and flushing along the slopeis quite common with numerous small springs and
wet patches within the wood. Some slopes are steep with scattered large boulders.
The stream from Grewelthorpe runs through a steep sided rocky ravine which is rich
in bryophytes.
The woodland is wych elm/ash/hazel coppice, uncut for at least 50 years but
still retaining a multi-stemmed structure. There is little sign of there having
been standards growing with the coppice. Other canopy forming species are small-
leaved lime and bird cherry with sycamore invading as maidens from the time of
last coppicing. Both sycamore and ash are regenerating freely. Along the side
stream,beech, horse chestnut, a few conifers and Rhododendron have been planted.
In the flat areas beside the river, alder coppice predominates growing:on
a boulder stream substrate and enmeshed in numerous log-jams of driftwood
deposited by the river when in.spate.
Although the ground flora seems at the time of my visit to be dominated by
bramble and dogs mercury, this is to be expected for a visit in August. The
spring flowering ground flora is clearly very rich, with the added interest of
wet flushes, springs and a rocky ravine.
Several apparently well used footpaths run through the wood and a ruined
stone gazebo, dated 1730, stands on a bluff above the most spectacular part of
the gorge. The view from the gazebo is now obscured by trees.
3. 2. 2.
Dead Wood
Dead wood is plentiful throughout the wood, being mainly elm and ash, but
as few trees or stems exceed 1.5 m breast height girth there is probably little
of interest for the fauna associated with the dead wood of ancient trees. It is
also probable that the site was managed as simple coppice rather than coppice
with standards. The site is very damp and dead wood appears to decay rapidly
due to fungal activity. Some evidence of the activities of the commoner dead
wood species of Coleoptera was noted.
Conservation
Although only a small portion of this gorge was seen it is probable that this
is the most valuable part, being the steepest and deepest slope, and it still
retains the natural tree cover. Other parts of the gorge seem to have been
planted with conifer or mixed plantations, although the Common Wood/Mickley
Barras stretch may be worth examination.
A cursory examination of several other gorge localities in the area shows
that most have been reforested in the last 20 years. Thus the Hack Fall Valley
is probably one of a declining number of such woods in the area.
It is a good example of wych elm/ash/hazel woodland with small-leaved lime,
bird cherry and holly, although sycamore is invading in places. The ground flora
is rich and would repay further recording. The bryophyte/lichen flora appears
rich with total coverage of boulders, rock faces and tree trunks. Dr. Rose
presumably could supply a list for the site. There is a long natural geological
exposure along the cast bank of the Ure below Magdalen Wood.
Summary

Mainly elm/ash/hazel coppice neglected for over 50 years. In places dead
wood derived from fallen coppice stems is abundant. The area is very damp, and
wood appears to decay rapidly. The area is rich for epiphytes and may be of
some value for dead wood invertebrates associated with small wood.
Paul T. Harding
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3. 3. 1.
STUDLEY ROYAL PARK
NORTH YORKSHIRE
National Grid reference : 44/282697
Visited : 31 July 1975
Owners/Managers : County of North Yorkshire, County Hall, Northallerton,
N. Yorkshire, DL7 8AD. Contact : County Valuer &
Estates Officer, Mr. P.J. Harrison.
Deer Keeper : H.J. Kemp.
Studley Royal Park lies on undulating ground to the south west of Ripon in
the parish of Lindrick with Studley Royal and Fountains. The present deer park
is part of a large area enclosed in the early 1600s. The early deer park and
the wooded valley east of Fountains Abbey were clearly taken into a single
ownership in the early 18th century and the River Skell, its gorge and the
adjacent woods were "ornamentalised" in the Italian style sometime in the mid
18th century. The park (including the Fountains Abbey valley) seems to have
remained in private hands until 1966 when it was bought by the then West Riding
County Council. Ownership was transferred to the new North Yorkshire County
Council in 1974.
The public is admitted to the whole of the deer park and has access on foot
through the wooded gorge of Fountains Abbey. There is a car park just to the
west of the lake, and cars can drive along the central road between the car park .
and Studley Roger village. Parking along the road through the park is not
permitted.
There is evidence of ridge and furrow in parts of the park, most obvious
at points 1 and 2 (see map). This suggests that the area was probably originally
enclosed from farmland, rather than being a formal enclosure of a former monastic
park. Most of the oldest trees date from the 18th century landscaping of the
park although some oaks are clearly older and may be the remnants of late
medieval boundary marker trees. The park contains the remains of the 17th century
Studley Manor and several later (18th and 19th century) constructions including a
church, icehouses and an open courtyard house. Most of the present deer park was
ploughed in the Second World War, and is now improved pasture which is limed
annually.
The present deer herd comprises Red : 100, Fallow : 200, Sika : 14 and 3
penned Muntjac. The deer range over an area of 300+ acres. The whole park is
undulating with scattered single trees, clumps and lines. There are two exceptions:
3. 3. 2.
The Dale and the gorge of the River Skell between the lake and the eastern
boundary of the park (see below).
My survey was limited to the present deer park, including the Skell gorge
east of the lake, and to Mackershaw Park. The woodlands between the deer park
and Fountains Abbey are mainly recent plantations of conifers and mixed conifers/
hardwoods.
Open Park
The landscape plantings of the mid 18th century that still remain are •
mainly of sweet chestnut, oak, beech and lime. Limes are mainly in the long
grove from the Studley Roger Lodge to the church. Beech is scattered throughout
the park as single trees and clumps. Sweet chestnuts remain as large but
decrepit single trees whereas the oaks of this generation are mostly healthy,
mainly as scattered single trees except for the "Oakline" which has been partly
felled. There seems to have been some considerable feaing of mature oaks about
40 years ago, presumably for timber. The cut stumps remain.
The only trees older than 300 years are oaks, some of which are hollow or
contain heart rot. An attempt to halt the heart rot of one of the largest trees
(3 on map) has left it with a 2 ft x 1 ft hole in the trunk where the treatment
operators gained access to the interior.
Younger trees are scattered throughout the park, with small numbers of sweet
chestnut, beech and ash of between 100 and 200 years old and oak and sweet chestnut
of around 100 years. Recent plantings of single specimen trees (about 10 years
old) seem to have favoured beech with a few oak and elm,
The Dale and the Gor e.
The Dale is a deep dry gorge of apparent natural origin. It is planted with
horse chestnut and a few limes and sycamore. Most of the trees are 18th century
or early 19th century in origin.
The Gorge contains a line of sweet chestnuts contemporary with the oldest in
the park. Some almost complete ring counts were obtained here and give a consistent
age of about 210 years for trees felled within the last 10 years. There are
scattered beech and areas of beech woodland along the sides of the gorge, mostly
about 100-150 years old.
Mackershaw P.ark
Part of this area belongs to the estate but is leased as grazing and arable
to a local farmer. There are some old oaks (350+ years old) but most of the oaks
are about 200 years old. The trees are almost exclusively oak.
3. 3. 3.
Succession and Dead Wood
The succession of beech seems to be reasonably assured with continued
stocking at much the same density throughout the park resulting from the
recent plantings. All the other species have serious generation gaps with no,
or almost no recent plantings. It seems to have been the policy of the West
Riding County Council to remove all dead and dying trees, fallen trees and
branches and even to cut off dead branches from living trees and to treat cut
ends, scars and hollow trees to protect them against decay. A great deal of
expensive cosmetic tree surgery was done during the 8 years of the West Riding
C.C. ownership. This policy seems to be continuing under the North Yorkshire
C.C. although a few recently fallen limbs were observed during my visit. Sound
timber is sold, but much of the dead wood seems to be burned in situ leaving ugly
fire sites in the grassland. From the timber fauna viewpoint this practice is
disastrous. Only in the Dale is any quantity of dead wood to be found; the area
having been used for dumping a variety of chestnut and lime butts and roots within
the last 10 years.
Evaluation
It is probable that little of Studley Royal Park is ancient in origin which
must considerably detract from any potential it may have for the fauna of dead
wood. Apart from this, in recent years the management of the park has been such
that dead wood has been systematically eliminated and it seems probable, talking
to a Council representative, Mr. Peet, that this will continue. Given sufficient
funds, Mr. Peet anticipated that many of the older trees would be felled and
young trees planted in the near future. In view of these factors it is unlikely
that Studley Royal Park would be of major importance for the conservation of the
fauna of the mature timber habitat. However, P. Skidmore (pers. comm.) reports
that the rare beetle Anitys ruhens (Coleoptera : Anobiidae) is recorded from
here, probably the most northerly locality in Britain. I am in no position to
judge the epiphyte flora of the park, but I gather from Dr. Francis Rose that it
does have elements of interest.
Marlaement Su estions
These are offered in an attempt to maintain the appearance of the park and
to attempt to enhance its wildlife value.
1) To retain dead and dying trees, fallen trees and branches and dead limbs in
trees where this would not seriously endanger the public..
3. 3. 4•
To establish a new generation of oak, preferably with seed from the oldest
trees in the park and to increase the stocking of oak.
To limit "felling and replacement" to the oldest sweet chestnuts some of
which are senile.
To limit cosmetic tree surgery to dangerous trees. The activities of the
tree surgeons on many of the limes is to be deplored because they seemed
to be unaware of the natural growth form of the species, removing all the
pendulous side branches:
Any further encroachment of conifer plantations or arable land into the
park should be resisted.
The deer herds appear to be flourishing despite the harassment they must
get from the public. Some small areas of neglected pasture (thistles,
nettles and especially planted hawthorns) would provide refuge for the
fawns. Fallen branches were almost essential for bucks and stags to fray
their antlers against. The retention of a few fallen limbs would save much
of the present damage to fences and trees caused by bucks and stags.
Summary
This is a public open space, having been owned by the West Riding and now
N. Yorkshire Council for 10 years. In that time extensive tree surgery to most
of the older trees, and removal of old trees has probably diminished much of the
potential for dead wood fauna. Old oak, beech and sweet chestnut are still
plentiful but Council policy is to remove old trees and replant with young trees;
Studley Park was enclosed around 1600 probably mainly from-agricultural land.
There was extensive landscaping here in the 18th and 19th centuries. It is known
to be of interest for epiphytic lichens.
Paul T. Harding
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BILLSMORE PARK AND GRASSLEES BURN WOODS
NORTHUMBERLAND
National Grid reference : 35/9496
Visited : 8 July 1976
Owner t T.W. Carruthers, Dunns Farm, Elsdon, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Billsmore Park lies in a small valley leading down to Grasslees Burn.
Woodland occupies the lower slopes of the valley, the stream side, and extends
up a series of small tributary valleys. However, much of the park is open acid
grassland on peaty soils with much Juncus invasion. The woodland near the stream
is dominated by alder, with a few stream-side ash. On the higher, better drained
soils, and on rocky outcrops there is birch woodland, and in places oak with some
hazel. The oaks are old for the area (circa 200 years) and appear to be mainly
overgrown coppice or occasionally mature maidens. Many of the ash are senescent
and the alders range from senile trees to naturally regenerated saplings.
The area is grazed with sheep and, except for alder in the less accessible
places, regeneration is absent. Dead wood, mainly birch and alder is quite
plentiful, but little evidence of insect activity in it was observed.
The woods alongside the road (86341) and Grasslees Burn are dominated by
oak, most of which is mature and appears to be fairly even aged. Dead wood in
this area appears to be scarce.
Summary
Billsmore Park and the Grasslees Burn Woods contain stands of mature and
overmature oak and alder, with some birch and ash. Dead wood is quite plentiful
in Dinsmore Park, but in both areas evidence of attack by insects is scarce.
The areas are believed to be of great interest for epiphytes.
•
Paul T. Harding
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THE INVERTEBRATEFAUNA OF THE MATURE TIMBER HABITAT
SURVEY OF AREAS
4. North-west En land Re ion
The following areas have been visited as part of a national survey
commissioned by N.C.C. from I.T.E. The background and sources of this survey
are outlined in the contract report of March 1976. Some areas were reported
on in detail. These reports are included herewith in numerical order according
to the following list. The remaining areas have, for various reasons, not
warranted detailed reports. Summary descriptions of them have been made and
included in either of the contract reports (March 1976 or March 1977) where
the descriptions appear in the numbered "Area Descriptions" section.
All visits were made by P.T. Harding, almost invariably with the prior
permission of the owner or his agents (except in the case of public access
areas). All opinions expressed are related to the conservation value and
potential of a given area for the invertebrates of mature and overmature trees,
dead wood and associated biotopes.
Area, County
Eden Gorge/Baron Wood, Cumbria
Gowbarrow Park, Cumbria
Low Stile Wood, Seatoller, Cumbria
Rydal Park, Cumbria
Dunham Park, Greater Manchester
Date visited
July/November 1976
July 1975
July 1975
July 1975
August 1975/
November 1977
Report number
Atea:description
4A/I977-10
1976-11
1976-12
kg/I976-13
0.976-14
4. 1. 1.
EDEN GORGE/BARON WOOD
CUMBRIA
National Grid reference : 35/5243
Visited : 6 July 1976 (P.T.H.) and November 1976 (F.A. Hunter)
Owner : Partly owned by Sir Gerald Ley, Lazonby Hall
Baron Wood is almost entirely replanted with conifers, and deciduous wood-
land is limited to the river-side part. I examined the west bank of the Eden
Gorge from about 35/508442 to 35/529422. Oak woodland with birch, crab apple,
hawthorn and alder, remains along the west bank. The oaks are mostly mature
trees and some are beginning to lose limbs. There are few ancient oaks other
than some river bank pollards. Alder is common on the river banks. A rock
face runs along the edge of the river between 35/526427 and 35/526423; here
the oaks are younger and in an even mixture with elm and ash. The rest of the
west bank of the gorge is like Baron Wood, replanted with conifers ranging from
5 to 50 years.
The ground flora is poor as would be expected in base-poor soils. Bracken
and Holcus dominate, with Endymion, Oxalis and Primula vul aris.
There is ample evidence of insect attack in dead wood. If this area is
the "Baron Wood, Cumberland" collected in by Day & Britten (see Fowler Vol. 6),
there is still some potential habitat for the species recorded by them.
F.A. Hunter (M.A.F.F. Leeds) visited the east side of the Eden Gorge in
November 1976 in the area of Nunnery Walks and Croglin Glen where it runs up to
Staffield Park. He saw there a number of large old oaks and some large limes
together with elm, sycamore, birch, pine, alder and hazel. Many fungi were also
seen but they seemed to be poor in Coleoptera. He concludes that this area is
of interest for timber fauna. The following Coleoptera were recorded. Saperda 
scalaris, Rha ium mordax, Melanotus rufi es, Ptilinus ectinicornis, Stenostola
ferrea and some Cossonine weevils.
Summary

Baron Wood was a locality favoured by Day & Britten at the turn of the
century for various timber feeding species of Coleoptera. .Baron Wood itself is
now mainly conifers, but areas of the Eden Gorge upstream from there still carry
oak woodland with mature trees and areas of mixed deciduous woodland. The best
areas may be around Nunnery Walks and Croglin Glen where F.A. Hunter (November
4. 1. 2.
1976) recordedSa erda scalarisand Stenostolaferrea, but this part of the
Eden Gorge could repay more detailedsurvey.
Paul T. Harding
;:trut) 9000
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4. 2. 1.
RYDAL PARKS
CUMBRIA
National Grid reference : 35/368064
Visited : 29 July 1975
Owner/Manager : Owner not known. Agents : A. Hoggarth & Son,
52 Kirkland, Kendal, Cumbria. Tenant farmers :
D. Logan, Nook End Farm, Ambleside,and M.J. Hodgson,
Rydal Farm, Ambleside.
Rydal Park, as marked on 0.S. maps, is probably only the ornamental park-
land associated with Rydal Hall. During my visit I saw both the area of
ornamental parkland and the High Park, an area of open pasture woodland on the
hillside above Rydal Park proper.
Description
Ornamental arkland. A mixture of open, rough grassland and some improved
pasture, mainly on the flat valley bottom, but with rocky knolls and, on the
eastern side, the steep slope to the edge of the High Park. The rocky knolls
1 and steeper slopes are planted with oak, beech, sweet and horse chestnuts, ash,
sycamore, and a few elm. Most of these trees are clearly contemporary with, or
younger than, Rydal Hall (early 19th century?), but some of the beech have
reached 4.5 m breast height girth as maiden trees, and may be older. The whole
area is grazed and some of the park near Rydal Hall is used as a Scout/Guide camp
site. The open grassland is used annually as the venue of the Grasmere Sports.
High Park. Open canopy woodland over bracken and rough grassland. This
runs from the eastern, fenced, edge of the ornamental parkland to open, bracken
dominated, moorland towards Sweden Crag. The park is traversed by numerous
streams, lined by narrow groves of alders. Both native species of oak are.present,
but the species of many of the oaks was difficult to determine and therefore it
was not possible to estimate the ratios of the species. However, oak is the
dominant tree of this area. There are also numerous ash and streamside alders,
and a few beech, sycamore, elm and holly. Hawthorn and young birch are common
throughout the area. Hazel was clearly coppiced in the past and remains as an
understorey in the more densely wooded parts. Sheep are periodically grazed in
the High Park but there is little sign of intensive use for grazing.
Succession and dead wood
Ornamental arkland. There is a range of age classes of most species of
trees, but the younger generation, especially of oak and beech are poorly
represented. Some specimen trees have been planted recently, but generally
the long term succession prospects are poor. Fallen trees and limbs seem to
be left where they fall except where readily accessible for use as firewood.
High Park. The principal trees, oak and ash,are well represented in
all age classes and succession prospects are good. Most trees are probably
maidens, although they clearly developed in open conditions and because of this,
and the somewhat exposed south-west facing aspect, many have rather broad low
crowns. This applies particularly to the older oaks. Hollow trees are not'
common, but some hollow oaks are present. These arc, however, too damp to
develop red wood mould/heart rot, and the hollow interiors are flaky and
covered with epiphytic growths especially pleurococcids. Dead limbs and trees
clearly are left where they fall and little dead wood seems to be removed.
There are ample supplies of dead wood in sheltered situations. One exceptionally
large ancient oak was noted. This had a breast height girth of 8.6 m. It
appeared to have a rather better developed rotten interior than the other oaks.
Evaluation
Ornamental arkland. This area is probably not of great importance for
timber utilising invertebrates although some of the commoner species probably
thrive in the older beech trees. There are few old trees, not a great deal of
dead wood, either standing or fallenond many trees or groups are rather
isolated and therefore exposed.
High Park. This is probably a good example of a western oak/ash/elm wood-
where coppice management was only applied to a limited extent, mainly to stream-
side oaks and alders and to hazel. It is probable that the main use of the.area
was for sheltered grazing rather than for wood products and as a result large old
trees are plentiful. It is questionable whether oakwoods this far north and west,
especially in a rather exposed situation such as this, have a specialised timber
utilising fauna. However, Rydal High Park is doubtless a good example of this
habitat and is a potentially valuable site judging from its structure.
Summary
The Ornamental Park south of Rydal Hall contains a wide range of species of
mature trees including oak, beech, ash and elm. There is little succession and
dead wood is scarce. Most of the park is open grassland.
The High Park is of considerable interest with many large old oak and ash
4. 2. 3.
scattered over an area of bracken, with areas of almost closed canopy, glades
and some scattered hawthorn and other shrubs. Most of the trees are stunted,
broad crowned maidens. Few are hollow and those that are, appear to be too
damp to develop good heart rot. Standing and fallen dead wood is plentiful.
As an example of open oak and ash woodland with mature and overmature trees,
this is one of the better areas seen in North/West Britain.
Paul T. Harding
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THE INVERTEBRATE FAUNA OF THE MATURE TIMBER HABITAT
SURVEY OF AREAS
. South En land Region
The following areas have been visited as part of a national survey
commissioned by N.C.C. from I.T.E. The background and sources of this
survey are outlined in the contract report of March 1976. Some areas were
reported on in detail. These reports are included herewith in numerical
order according to the following list. The remaining areas have, for various
reasons, not warranted detailed reports. Summary descriptions of them have been
made and included in either of the contract reports (March 1976 or March 1977)
where the descriptions appear in the numbered "Area Descriptions" section.
All visits were made by P.T. Harding, almost invariably with the prior
permission of the owner or his agents (except in the case of public access
areas). All opinions expressed are related to the conservation value and
potential of a given area for the invertebrates of mature and overmature trees,
dead wood and associated biotopes.
Report number/
Area, County Date visited Area description
Englefield Park, Berkshire March 1977 1977-11
Hamstead Marshall Park, Berkshire June 1975 5-1/1976-17
Windsor Forest and Park, Berkshire May 1975 1976-18
Ashridge and Aldbury Commons, June 1975 1976-19
Bucks/Herts
Burnham Beeches, Buckinghamshire June 1975 5.2/1976-20
Langley and-Black Parks, March 1977 5.3/1977-12.
Buckinghamshire
Harewood Forest, Hampshire February 1976 1977-13
Selborne Common and Hanger, May 1975 5.4/1976
-22
Hampshire
Blenheim Park, Oxfordshire September1975 5.5/1976-23
Homan's Copse, Wiltshire August 1976 5.6/1977_14
Longleat Park and Woods, Wiltshire August 1975 5.7/1976
-24
Savernake Forest, Wiltshire July 1975 5.8/1976-25
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5. 1. 1.
HAMSTEAD MARSHALL PARK
BERKSHIRE
National Grid reference : 41/425 662
Visited : 26 June 1975
Owner : Earl of Craven
Much of the western half of the park is arable, but pasture and parkland
with numerous trees remain in the eastern half.
The park is planted with numerous exotics - e.g. cedar (Cedrus spp.),
horse chestnut (Aesculus hi ocastancum) and lime (Tilia sp.) with avenues of
the latter two interspersed with occasional oak, beech, ash and elm (Ulmus sp.)
Two areas of particular note were seen but were not examined in any detail
(see map).
Oak maidens and a few maiden beech, often quite old treesigrowing over
bracken (Pteridium a uilinum) heath in a small valley, Most of the oaks
are in the age range of 250-400 years old, the beech being about 250-300
years old.
A steep slope with oak, ash and beech over Pteridium Rubus heath. The oaks
are mainly 250-400 years old, but very few are obviously hollow although
several have lost major limbs leaving red rotten stumps. The ash are.
probably over 200 years old and are senile, hollow and have shed numerous
limbs. Most of the beech are over 200 years old but little decayed. Trees
of all three species have abundant aerial dead wood. There are many
hawthorns in this area.
Succession within these two areas is very limited although oak, beech and
ash of 100-150 years age class exist nearby in the avenues and clumps of the
park. Trees younger than 100 years are virtually absent. Dead wood seems to be
cleared up for firewood wherever it is easily accessible.
Adjacent to area 2 is a stream and two ponds with Typha beds and an alder
wood. The area looks very attractive and could be of considerable interest for
birds and invertebrates.
• This site is certainly worth further investigation for its potential for
invertebrates associated with dead wood and ancient trees. It is of considerable
interest for its epiphytic lichen flora (fide F. Rose).
5.1. 2.
Summary

Not examined in detail, but two interesting areas of mainly oak with some
ash and beech were seen. The oaks are in the age range 250-400 years, mainly
maidens. Ash and beech are younger. Dead wood is abundant but succession of
these species in the areas is scarce although in the landscaped areas of the
park all three are well represented by trees of about 100 years old. The two
areas of interest are in valleys, one leading down to a large pond and areas
of alder. Bracken dominates the ground flora, with much bramble in places.
Hawthorn is abundant. The park is known to be of interest for epiphytic
lichens, and may well be of interest for dead wood.fauna.
Paul T. Harding
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5. 2. 1.
BURNHAM BEECHES
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
National Grid reference : 41(SU)9585
Visited : 24 June 1975
Owners : Public open space owned by the City of London Corporation
The precise area known as Burnham Beeches seems to be open to a variety of
interpretations. The City of London Corporation owns 44o acres, the N.C.C.
includes 580 acres in the Grade 2 site listed in the N.C.R., whereas the
S.S.S.I. extends to 1,120 acres. Mainly because of limitation of time and access,
my visit was restricted to the public open space area which lies in the southern
half of the S.S.S.I.
This area contains a wide range of woodland structures with groves of ancient
pollards, areas of mature high forest, neglected oak/hazel coppice and some scrub.
The dominant tree, in the pollard groves and the high forest, is beech. Other tree
species noted were: oak, mainly sessile, which is locally dominant in high forest;
holly, particularly in the main area of pollards; birch, widespread as young trees,
but with some older trees beside streams; alder, occasional in flushed valley
bottoms; and also rowan and whitebeam.
Pollards
The main area of pollard beeches (with about 10% oaks) lies between Victoria
Drive and Lord Mayor's Drive. Two areas have been fenced off, along the north-
westerly slope, in an effort to preserve the old trees. The effect of this
enclosure has been to produce a holly/birch/rowan thicket but the protection
from human pressures has also resulted in the build-up of deep leaf litter and,
to some extent, in the presence of fallen timber.
Many of the oldest beech pollards in this area are dead, or nearly so.
Almost all are obviously hollow and some support branches on only half of the
bole. These trees, although with comparatively small boles (4 m breast height
girth at most) are stated to be 300 years old and many are believed to be
appreciably older. The oak pollards in this area are almost certainly contemporary
with or older than the oldest beech. Most have hollow holes, but are alive.
Pollard beech are also present around the bariksof Hardicanute's Moat and
Hartley Court Moat. These are of a similar age to the beech pollards further
south. Pollard beech and oak are scattered throughout the woods usually along
boundary banks and on the steeper valley slopes.
5. 2. 2.
High Forest 

Sessile oak, beech and mixed oak/beech high forest occurs widely throughout
the area, with some very fine trees of both species ranging between 100 and 200
years old. Very few trees carry any quantity of dead branches, other than a few
low down on the trunk. Fallen dead wood and dead standing trees are very
uncommon.
Succession 

With pollards of 300+ years old, high forest maidens of between 100 and 200
years, and a whole range of younger trees (coppice and naturally regenerated
young maiden trees), both beech and oak, there seems to be little cause for
concern regarding the succession of tree cover.
Dead wood
There is little doubt that the areas of beech pollards are of importance
for dead wood although many of the trees look desiccated even though they are
growing in fairly closed canopy conditions. Most of the hollow oaks seem to
lack much red wood mould and damage by fire etc was noticed in several oaks.
Fallen branches from beeches are quite common especially in the fenced enclosures.
Management
The enclosures are probably most valuable in deterring at least some of the
general public from entering the areas with the oldest trees. Elsewhere, especially
in the southern half of the public open space area, the effects of trampling and of
cars being driven into the woodland are pronounced. There are large areas of bare
soil without leaf litter or dead wood. It has been policy since 1968 to limit the
access, with cars off the :tads, to a few areas, using roadside ditches and baulks.
However, in this southern part damage by cars and pedestrians is still obvious.
It is unfortunate that one of the areas of greatest public pressure is also the
area with most of the ancient trees.
Summary 

A diverse area of woodland with groves of ancient beech and oak pollards,
mature high forest, neglected oak and hazel coppice and scrub. Dead wood is
plentiful and regeneration and-succession prospects are good especially in the
areas enclosed from public access. Damage to soil structure, old trees and dead
wood by the public in the southern half is common. The area is reputed to be
good entomologically, but few people seem to have collected here in recent years
and no comprehensive lists appear to be available. The potential of the area for
dead wood fauna appears to be high.
Paul T. Harding
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5. 3. 1.
LANGLEY AND BLACK PARKS
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
National Grid reference : 51/0.8
Visited : 3 March 1977
Owners : Buckinghamshire County Council
Black Park was a favoured locality for some of the rarer Coleoptera
associated with old trees, in the 19th century (Fowler 1887-1891). Although
much of the area was clearly afforested late in the 19th century or early in
this century, mainly with conifers, some of the oaks of the earlier woodland
remain. These are mostly overmature trees, and almost all are maidens. There
are areas of beech, some contemporary with the oldest conifer plantations and
in places some overmature trees of possibly 200 years growth. The soil is
light, gravelly and acidlwith a poor ground flora. Holly and birch occur in
places. Dead wood is scarce, and as the park is clearly used intensively by
the public, being a Country Park, the whole area is very tidy. However,
sufficient overmature oak and beech survive for some dead wood habitats to have
remained potentially of interest.
Langley Park lies to the south of Black Park, just over the A412. The
northern end, particularly on the eastern side is similar to Black Park, lying
on gravelly acid soils and with oak/birch woodland. However, here the woodland
has not been planted up with conifers to any great extent, and beech is less
common. Overmature oaks occur in this area, but as it too is used for recreation
by the public, it is rather tidy. The southern part of the park is open grass-
land with scattered single trees, groups and belts. Oak is the predominant tree,
but horse chestnut, sweet chestnut, lime and elm were also noted. The oaks are
almost all overmature, and are larger than those in the upper part of Langley
Park and Black Park. Dead wood falling in this pasture area is obviously
cleared, and many of the oaks have suffered some tree surgery, probably only on
the residual stumps of fallen limbs. Langley Park seems not to have been worked
by entomologists, although P.J. Chandler has collected Diptera there, and Moore
(1957) lists M ceto ha(us iceus and Dorcatoma sp. larvae from the park.
Summary

Langley.and Black Parks lie on acid, gravelly soils and clearly were formerly
oak/birch woodland. The southern end of Langley Park lies on better soils and is
now pasture with scattered trees, including overmature oaks. Black Park and to
5.3. 2.
a lesser extent the northern part of Langley Park have been extensively
afforested with conifers over the last century. Areas of oak/birch and
beech remain, but even here the extensive public use of the areas has meant
that dead wood is removed. Old records for Black Park (Fowler 1887-1891)
suggest that the area was of interest for dead wood fauna, some of which may
remain. Moore (1957) lists two species from Langley Park which suggest that
some of the interesting fauna of the area may survive there.
References

Fowler, W.W. 1887-1891. The Coleo tera of the British Isles, Vols 1-5.
Reeve, London.
Moore, B.P. 1957. Proceedin s S. Lond. ent. nat. Hist. Soc. 1957, 11.
Paul T. Harding
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5. 4. 1.
SELBORNE COMMON AND HANGER
KAMPSHIRE
National Grid reference : 41(SU)735332
Visited : 16 May 1975
Owner : National Trust
Selborne Common, apart from a thin edge of beech and mixed woodland, is
mainly open rough grassland with a few ancient beech pollards and some old
oaks. Young oaks, hawthorns, hazel coppice and a few apple and Salix bushes
are scattered over the common. Many of the beech are dying, and fallen trees
and branches were plentiful at the time of my visit. Some areas of young
sycamore natural regeneration were noted on the common. These could pose a
management problem for the whole area if allowed to develop. Some young beech
have been planted on the common.
The woods of the Hanger are composed of even-aged beech with a few oak and
ash, mainly along the edge of the common, and with a little hazel and yew under-
storey. Beech is regenerating under the few breaks in the canopy. A few older
beech are present on the Hanger and these together with the older beech and oak
on the common have a similar growth form, indicative of development in open
conditions.
Dead wood is quite plentiful, although that on the common is likely to be
removed as a result of National Trust tidy-mindedness. The area is reported
•to be 'of interest for Diptera (P.J. Chandler) but no records of Coleoptera seem
to be available.
Summary
Beech woodland on the Hanger and open scrub and young oaks with scattered
old beech on the common. Most of the Hanger beech trees are about 100 years
old, but a few are over 200 years, as are those on the common. Dead wood is
quite plentiful. The area is reported to be of interest for Diptera (P.J.
Chandler).
Paul T. Harding
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5. 5. 1.
BLENHEIM PARK
OXFORDSHIRE
National Grid reference : 42/4316
Visited : 11 September 1975
Owner : Duke of Marlborough. Agent : W.L. Murdock.
Blenheim Park contains the remains of the ancient Woodstock Park, a royal
hunting park associated with the medieval palace. In Domesday Book a "demesne
forest of the king" was recorded at Woodstock and it is believed that-an Anglo-
Saxon hunting chase existed in the area previously.
The park was landscaped after the building of Vanburgh's Palace (begun
1705), but this landscaping appears to have been concentrated on the construc-
tion of the lake, a few vistas and on the northern park. In any eventsthe south-
western park remains as an excellent area of pasture-woodland with ancient trees.
Description
The northern park. This area is surrounded by belts of trees probably dating
from the late 18th Century. They are composed mainly of beech. Mature beech of
a similar age are scattered throughout this part of the park in small groups,
singly and around the edge of Fourteen-acre Clump. The famous Central Avenue is
composed of elms. (The fate of this avenue in the face of Dutch elm disease is
well documented.) The avenue is of trees of about 85 years old, and similar
aged lime, elm, horse chestnut and beech are distributed over the northern part
of the park. This part is kept very tidy and all fallen dead wood and dead trees
are cleared.
The lower ark lies to the south-east of the palace and is the area most used by
the public. It contains a number of isolated trees some of which are ancient
hollow oaks, many of which appear to be pollards. Some elm, lime and beech, of
about 100 years are also present. The area is apparently kept tidy and clear of
dangerous trees because of the public access to the area.
The south-western rk. This area is bounded by the lake on the east and north
sides and by the park wall on the west and south sides. It lies on a dome of
Jurassic strata - Cornbrash and Okford Clay. The resulting soils in this area
are varied with a mosaic of neutral/basic Brachypodium grassland, acidic/neutral
bracken heath and Deschampsia/Dactylis grassland. The tarmac roadway running
through the area roughly divides the Brachypodium and bracken areas on the east
from the Deschampsia/Dadtylis area on the west.
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The lakeside has ornamental plantings of beech dating from the late 18th
century. These thin out towards the north of the area) but in the south,
closed canopy beech woodland occurs, with scattered sycamore and horse chestnut,
and with some ancient oaks and old wych elm pollards. Sycamore is regenerating
freely in this part. A few mature lime and ash trees are present in this area
and natural regeneration of both species, together with some from the elm, was
seen.
Elsewhere the.area is a mosaic of ancient oaks in groups, or singly; mature
oaks, mainly singly; and younger oaks of about 40-75 years, mainly in planted
groups. Oak is also regenerating freely in most parts'and sapling trees are
making good growth.
There are several areas from which the ancient oaks have been cleared (the
boles are still present near these clearings). Some of these clearings have
been planted with conifers or conifer/broadleaved mixtures and others have been
planted with cereals (probably for game). A few plantations of ornamental trees
have been established, but these appear to be nurseries, possibly for the
Blenheim Park Garden Centre.
This part of the park contains a number of hawthorns, both young saplings
and mature bushes. Elder, goat willow and some young birches are also present.
The growth form of the ancient oaks is similar to that seen at Sherwood,
suggesting that they developed in open forest conditions, under grazing pressure.
Young trees (even the 40 year old trees) show the same type of growth form. Many
of the ancient oaks are hollow and some are nearly dead. Heart rot and all forms
of dead wood are abundant. Fallen dead wood does not appear to be removed to
any great extent.
The beech trees of the lakeside all appear to be late 18th century in origin
and are overmature. Dead trees and other dead wood are plentiful. Although there
is a little natural regeneration of beech in the south, succession of beech is
limited to a small area of mature plantation in the north, and some 10-15 year
old trees in the mixed plantations.
Summary 

The area to the south and west of the lake is an excellent example of
naturally regenerating oak forest, mostly in open canopy. There are ancient
hulks similar to the best examples at Windsor and Sherwood, with a full range
of age classes to young saplings. Some small areas have been cleared of trees
to provide sheltered tree nurseries probably for the estate garden centre.
Beech is present near the lakeside, most are relics of the 18th century landscape
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planting and are senile. Dead wood is plentiful and undisturbed in most areas.
The fauna has been worked slightly by G.H. Ashe and R.W. Lloyd, but no lists
exist although there are very scattered records of several extremely rare Old
Forest species of Coleoptera (Allen 1954, 1955,1975;Angus 1965, Lloyd 1954).
The area is of very high potential and every effort should be made to discourage
the estate from making any more clearings. The remainder of the park is much
more formally landscaped and heavily grazed, although the Lower Park contains
a few oaks of similar age to the oldest generation in the south-western area.
Allen (1975) suggests that Blenheim Park was the locality for the only known
British specimen of Anas is schilsk ana collected by Ashe in 1953. The larvae
of this species feed in half dry, red rotten oak.
References
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5. 6. 1.
HOMAN'S COPSE, HAMPTWORTH WOODS
WILTSHIRE
National Grid reference : 41/2023
Visited : 7 August 1976
Owner : N. Anderson, Hamptworth Lodge, Landford, Salisbury, Wilts.
An area of about 150 acres was examined on 7 August 1976. Mr. Anderson was
unable to permit me to visit other parts of his estate woodlands. He suggested
that Homan's Copse was a fairly representative example of the older oak woodland
on the estate.
The copse lies on ground rising to just over 200 ft, and is surrounded on
all except the southern side by small streams, tributaries of the River Blackwater.
It lies between the higher ground of the northern edge of the New Forest (2i miles
to the south) and the lower lying woodlands characterised by Whiteparish Common
(s.s.s.I.).
The woodland is similar to some areas of the New Forest, with light silt/
sand soils, and a typical ground flora associated with such base poor soils.
Much of the area remains under deciduous woodland, hut small areas have been
replanted with conifers within the last 20 years. It is probable that Homanls
Copse was, as the name suggests, a coppice woodland, with oak standards. Some
standards with open crowns remain in places, but much of the area is now.oak high
forest of about 200 years. The old standards are overmature with dead limbs,
particularly the lower ones. The coppice layer was probably oak and hazel, but
little oak coppice survives except possibly as singled growths now being grown to
high forest. Birch is plentiful in places, and a small area of birch high forest
is being developed. Sweet chestnut was planted into a small area about 30 years
ago and forms an understorey beneath oak. Rhododendron scrub is also present in
places.
Dead wood is present, but in common with all commercially run woodlands, it
is not plentiful. The oldest oaks (over 250 years) have dead branches in the crown
and lower down, and a few of the 200 year old high forest oaks have dead branches.
Some oaks have thrown live brancheg recently, no doubt in response to the dry weather.
Summary

Homan's Copse lies 21 miles to the north of the New Forest at a lower altitude,
but with similar soils. Its conservation value as woodland should be seen in
relation to its proximity to the New Forest; it differs little from many oak high
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forest areas there. Dead wood is scarce and the wood is managed commercially
so that overmature trees are unlikely to be retained. The Hamptworth Woods
are reported by David Nash (personal communication) to contain several Coleoptera,
associated with dead wood, of considerable interest, but it is unlikely that these
were recorded in Homan's Copse.
Paul T. Harding
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5. 7.
LONGLEAT PARK AND WOODS
WILTSHIRE
National Grid reference : 31/8043
Visited : 9 September 1975
Owner : Viscount Weymouth. Agent : R.B. Charles.
Longleat Park and the adjacent woods were part of the Royal Forest of
Selwood and later formed part of the estate of the Augustinian Priory of
St. Radegund. After the Dissolution the estate remained associated with the
monastic site, where the present Longleat House was begun in the late 16th
century. The park was extensively landscaped by Lancelot Brown in the 18th
century.
Park
The park contains three notable areas of ancient oaks, in the north-western
part (see below). The rest of the park has few trees of any interest, most being
isolated and rather exposed to desiccation. However, the lower slopes of Park
Hill from Wind Hill to Prospect Hill carry a few sizeable old oaks and also some
beech of circa 200 years. These beech are pollards and must date from the original
Brown landscaping; they are decaying rapidly and are surrounded with dead wood.
The top of this slope is planted with a screen of beech of between 50 and 100 years.
Park 1. A series of groups of trees on two steep sided dry valleys, extending
from the valleys on to the more gently sloping ground to the east. There are two
groups of limes of about 150 years old with a scatter of similarly aged elm and
beech, and some sweet chestnut which are possibly older.
There are about 20 ancient oaks which are not even aged. Some fine maiden
trees may be only 250 years old, but a few pollards or open canopy maidens are
clearly older and may exceed 350 years. One maiden oak is 7.8 m breast height
girth. All the oaks have lost branches and have dead limbs in the canopy,
several are hollow.
Dead wood is present in this area, but most is clearly newly fallen. The
surrounding grass is mown as well as grazed and the area is clearly popular with
the public. It is probable that fallen timber is cleared away fairly rapidly.
Park 2. This is adjacent to the baboon, zebra and giraffe enclosures within
the area open to public access. It lies at the foot of a steep slope (Wind Hill)
and is rather inaccessible; as a result it seems to be little visited by the.public.
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At the point at which the lower slope of Wind Hill begins to level out into the
park, is a group of oaks in open canopy, with a few sweet chestnut and lime. The
oaks range in ages from about 100 years, or slightly less, to ancient pollards.
There is a good representation of trees in all age classes. Most trees are not
as tall as those in area 1. Many of the older trees are senescent, with dead
limbs and hollow trunks. Fallen dead wood is present and appears undisturbed.
The area is on light sandy soils with some flushing from the hill above. The
field layer is a mixture of grassland and bracken and the area appears to be
favoured by the fallow deer.
Park 3. This, the extension of area 2 into the Safari Park was probably an
equally interesting arca but is unlikely to have much of a future. There are
few young trees to give succession and most trees have been damaged by the
animals of the enclosures. Some trees have been killed, but the remaining
living trees, mainly oaks, have been protected with various forms of metal or
netting collars and frames to prevent further damage by baboons and giraffes.
Woods
The woodland on the western side of Longleat Park - Ashen Copse, Longleat
Woods, Roddenbury Hill and High Wood - should be considered as a whole. These
woods lie on Oxford Clay, except Roddenbury Hill whfch is an outlier of the
Greensand on the eastern side of the park. Downwash from Roddenbury Hill gives
slightly acid facies in Holly Hushes but elsewhere the ground flora in these
woodlands is typical of that found in boulder-clay woodlands of eastern England.
The woods contain areas of oak dominated high forest and coppice with
standards, where the stocking of standards is high. The oaks are very tall in
places and some probably exceed 200 years. There is however a mixture of ages
to 50 years in some of the oak high forest with coppice. Replanting with conifers
has taken place in some areas, and there is an arboretum on the eastern edge of
High Wood.
Some areaS are, to judge from their flora and composition, clearly not
ancient woodland. This together with the mosaic of management types probably
only adds to the interest of the area.
In the areas with older trees, dead wood is abundant and for this reason
alone, the woodlands are probably of entomological interest. However, the
location of these woods in the west of England makes the whole entomological
potential of the area considerable.
Summary

Three discrete areas of ancient oaks lie in the north-east of the park.
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They are all in open canopy over grassland, although one area is within the
Safari Park, and here the grass is heavily grazed. The trees within the
Safari Park have been badly damaged by baboons and giraffes although some.
attempt has been made recently to protect the living trees. The oaks are
mostly over 200 years old, with some maidens of anything up to 400 years.
Dead wood and hollow pollards are plentiful. The Wind Hill area of the park
has the best area of oaks at the foot of the hill, and excellent stands of
mixed aged beech on the slope and hill top. Some beech must date from the
Lancelot Brown landscaping. The woodlands on the western side of the park
(Ashen Copse, Longleat Woods, High Wood and.Roddenbury Hill) obviously contain
some areas of secondary woodland, but much of the area is excellent oak high
forest or coppice densely stocked with oak standards. Dead wood is abundant and the
area is probably of considerable entomological interest.
Paul T. Harding
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SAVERNAKE FOREST
WILTSHIRE
National Grid reference : 41/2366
Visited : 8 and 9 July 1975
Managers : Forestry Commission (Chief Forester, F.C., Postern Hill,
Marlborough, Wilts).
Savernake was a Royal Forest, and as such came under Forest Law. This
period of its history is well documented by the Marquess of Ailesbury (1962).
In the late 1930s the Forestry Commission took responsibility for the remaining
part of the Royal Forest (reduced in area since medieval times) and since then
have conducted commercial forestry with an enlightened eye to the history of
the area and to the use made of the forest by the general public.
The impressive beech groves and drive-side plantations, and also the
plantations in the south-west and north-east, date mainly from the planting done
as a result of the landscape plans drawn up by Lancelot Brown (1760s). Some
large areas of oak plantation originated during the same period. The remainder
of the forest was probably dominated by grassy heaths and scattered patches of
woodland with large free-standing oaks and beeches, together with areas of
hawthorn scrub. Little remains of this heathy area except in Compartments 14/15
and in 17, 24 and 25. Within the earlier F.C. plantations are considerable
numbers of ancient oaks, beeches and hawthorns. The best examples are in Compts
17, 19, 20, 24, 53 and 68. Here some examples of broad crowned oak in sheltered
conditions reach over 5.5 m breast height girth.
Beech
The F.C. stock maps date at 1750 most of the old stands, but many trees away
from the Grand Avenue must predate this. Two distinct growth forms exist: fairly
tight but open crowned pollard-like trees obviously originated in comparatively
open conditions, whereas straight or forked stems, such as in the avenues,
developed in plantation conditions. The oldest beech are falling apart and some
haveblown over or shed large limbs in recent years. Few have been tidied up to
any extent, except in the public access areas (see below). In some cases the
better pieces of some limbs have been removed, but generally decaying beech is
plentiful, although most trees are still alive and healthy.
Oak
The F.C. stock maps date at 1750 most of the old stands, but probably most
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of the trees over 3.5m breast height girth must predate this. 1750 is probably
the latest date of major oak planting before the 20th century. Like the beech,
two growth forms exist - an open crowned form and high forest maidens, but the
open crowned form is commonest. Few trees which are obviously hollow or have
heart rot were observed, except for the most ancient trees (e.g. the so-called
King Oak and Queen Oak). However, some of the more massive 300+ year trees
must be rotting to judge from fallen limbs. Red rotten interiors are not
accessible in all but a few examples. Where ancient trees have been felled in
recent plantations many have been left in situ to decay naturally in sheltered
situations. Fallen limbs and trees are left except for sound large limbs.
Succession
Beech. There is a significant generation gap between the late 18th century
plantings and the 1950s plantations, except for a few pockets of mid-late 19th
century plantings mainly along the ride to Savernake Lodge from the A4. Beech
is regenerating naturally in many areas and the present F.C. policy is to
encourage natural regeneration in the principal beech areas.
Oak. As with beech, there is a generation gap between the late 18th century
plantings and the 1939-1950s plantations. Oak is much longer lived than beech,
so that perhaps this gap is less crucial. Oak is regenerating freely in some
places, but F.C. management is not using this as a means of propagation. Most
of the older (pre 1750) oaks are scattered through plantations, giving excellent
continuity prospects for colonisation by invertebrates and epiphytes.
Pont towards mature trees
Public vehicular access areas. Along the principal rides and around the car parks
etc, F.C. policy is to fell, and to remove the sound portions of, all trees which
could be considered to be potentially dangerous to the public. In effect much of
the older beech could be felled and removed during the next few decades. Beech is
marketable as firewood, and sound lengths are eagerly sought after by local
merchants. Lop and top, decayed butts, stumps and shattered branches are left on
site. However, these are frequently left in exposed situations where heat sterili-
sation probably takes place rapidly. Very few oak grow in the areas concerned,
but the same rules apply for oak (and other species) although the timber is less
marketable.
Areas not o en to ublic vehicles. The areas "inside" the barriered rides, in
effect most of the forest, are subject to fellings only when trees are in an
exceptionally dangerous condition or if trees threaten to shade large areas of
plantation. The exception to this is in the areas of beech which are being
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propagated by natural regeneration. Here the oldest beech (almost all the
pre 1760 trees) are felled and removed. The surface is then scarified between
the remaining trees. After the thicket stage of regeneration, it is thinned
and some of the remaining old trees are felled. Naturally fallen trees and
limbs are cleared for firewood.
Evaluation
Savernake Forest contains large numbers of beech which are over 200 years
old. Beech is probably native to this site and could be expected to yield a
rich fauna. Similarly there are numbers of mature and overmature oaks. The
growth form of the oldest oak and beech suggests that they developed in a
sparsely wooded area. This is to some extent borne out by historical evidence.
Many entomologists seem to have visited Savernake occasionally but little detailed
survey has been done. Records of Diptera (P.J. Chandler, personal communication)
suggest a rich fauna, especially of beech associated species. Records of
Coleoptera aremore disappointing and many Coleopterists have remarked that although
the area looks very promising for some of the rarer species, few have been recorded
(see references).
Allowing that the woodland at Savernake developed scattered among heathland
and therefore that in some aspects its fauna may be limited as a result, the area
is of major importance because of the age range of the'principal tree species,
beech and oak, and because of the policies of the F.C. which are sympathetic to
the retention of old trees and decaying wood. Probably the most significant
threat to the area comes indirectly from the public, because trees are felled
and clearing in the areas where public vehicular access is permitted.
Conservation action
The local F.C. staff seem to be most sympathetic to the principle of
conserving parts of the forest in something approaching its ancient condition.
There seems to be a genuine need for some advice over the management of old trees
and dead wood in the best interests of wildlife.
The following lines of action should be followed by N.C.C. if they wish to
become involved with the conservation of the area.
Survey of whole forest to map the detailed distribution and age classes of
beech and oak.
Using the results of the survey to define areas of major importance for
beech and oak (including prospects for long term succession).
To negotiate with an apparently willing F.C. staff over the management of
these areas.
Survey the areas of grass heath for flora, butterflies, moths etc. and to
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examine the possibility of controlling scrub development over small areas.
Attempt to gather together recent records of the invertebrate fauna.
Important groups will be Diptera, Coleoptera, Lepidoptera and possibly
Hemiptera and Mollusca.
Su mmar y
Reports on the entomological value here vary, but most collectors who know
the area agree that it is disappointing when one considers the abundance of
ancient oak and beech, and in many places, the abundance of dead wood. Some
rare Diptera have been collected by P.J. Chandler and the beeches are reported
to be good for this group. Oaks range from over 350 to 200 years old, with a
few of 100 years and several large areas of post 1940 plantations. Beech also
range from a few trees probably over 250 years to 200 years, although the bulk
are about 200 years dating from the famous Lancelot Brown landscaping; there are
a few 70-100 year trees and abundant post 1950 regeneration plantations. Manage-
ment is sympathetic, but there is wide public access to parts of the forest which
has resulted in the removal of many fallen trees and trees considered to be
dangerous, resulting in the loss of many overmature beech.
References
Allen, A.A. 1971. Procraerus tibialis Lae. (Col., Elateridae) in Wilts and Herts.
Entomolo ist's mon. Ma ., 107, 12.
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THE INVERTEBRATE FAUNA OF THE MATURE TIMBER HABITAT
SURVEY OF AREAS
6. South-east En land Re ion
The following areas have been visited as part of a national survey
commissioned by N.C.C. from I.T.E. The background and sources of this survey
are outlined in the contract report of March 1976. Some areas were reported
on in detail. These reports are included herewith in numerical order according
to the following list. The remaining areas have, for various reasons, not
warranted detailed reports. Summary descriptions of them have been made and
included in either of the contract reports (March 1976 or March 1977) where the
descriptions appear in the numbered "Area Descriptions" section.
All visits were made by P.T. Harding, almost invariably with the prior
permission of the owner or his agents (except in the case of public access
areas). All opinions expressed are related to the conservation value and
potential of a given area for the invertebrates of mature and overmature trees,
dead wood and associated biotopes.
Area, County Date visited
Report number/
Area description
Ashburnham Park, East Sussex September 1976 6.1/1977-15
Eridge Park Estate, East Sussex August 1975 6.2/1976-26
Ken Wood, Hampstead, Greater London March 1976 1976-27
Hatfield Home Park, Hertfordshire September 1977 6.3
Beechen Wood and Lullingstone Park, August 1975 6.4/1976-29
Kent



Mersham Hatch Park, Kent August 1975 6.5/1976-30.
Parham Park and North Park Wood, August 1975 6.6/1976-31
West Sussex
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ASHBURNHAM PARK
EAST SUSSEX
National Grid reference : 51/6915
Visited : 27 September 1976
Owners : Ashburnham Christian Trust Ltd/Ashburnham Ash Tree Trust;
Agents : Strutt and Parker, Lewes.
Ashburnham Park S.S.S.I. contains large areas of closed high forest of oak,
beech, holly, hornbeam and birch with various exotic species. There are smaller
areas of younger woodland with sweet chestnut coppice under mainly oak standards.
There are also two important areas of open canopy overmature oak/beech woodland.
Oak dominates these latter two areas and many of the trees are old pollards
of the former deer park, now enclosed within the fenced "woodland area" of the
estate. Beech, birch and hornbeam are also present, and there is a dense bracken
field layer in many places. The best examples of the overmature woodland are in
the valley between The Grove and Milestone Toll, eetween Cowland Wood and Little
Beech Farm, and a small area outside the S.S.S.I. to the north east of Milestone
Toll.
These areas of overmature woodland are undisturbed; dead wood and hollow
trees are plentiful and there are good succession prospects for oak and beech
nearby although oak is not regenerating very well within the areas. The valley
cast of The Grove is particularly inaccessible being very steep sided, it could
however be developed for afforestation although this course seems unlikely with
the present management of the estate.
Ashburnham Park is set in a densely wooded area with many boundary pollards
and broad crowned, field and hedgerow oaks. It is probable that the park is
entomologically rich and,in view of its setting in an area of ancient woodlands,
may well be of importance for dead wood fauna.
Summary

Much of the woodland of the estate is coppice or closed canopy high forest,
but remnants of the deer park remain, now fenced in with the woodland. The best
areas of oak pollards with beech, birch and hornbeam over bracken occur in a steep-
sided valley between The Grove and Milestone Toll, and between Cowland Wood and
Little Beech Farm. Dead wood is plentiful and the area appears undisturbed. It is
probably very rich entomologically. The park lies in a densely wooded area with
many mature oaks in hedges and fields.
Paul T. Harding
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BRIDGE PARK ESTATE
SUSSEX
National Grid reference : 51/575345
Visited : 13 and 14 August 1975
Owner : Marquess of Abergavenny, Eridge Park, Tunbridge Wells, TN3 9JT
The estate contains several contrasting areas, some of which are of
potential interest to this survey, but others which are of high conservation
value for other reasons. Comment is made upon all the areas visited, most of
which lie within the existing S.S.S.I. boundary. It is suggested that the
S.S.S.I. boundary be modified taking into account the following description.
Erid e Old Park (North) (Map : Area 1)
This is the only significant area of the Old Park remaining under semi-
natural vegetation. It is probably not typical of most of the rest of the Old
Park prior to that being reclaimed for agriculture in the 1950s.
A south facing slope runs from the valley bottom at about 75 m altitude,
to the plateau at 150 m. The slope is indented by two wide basins, each with
a stream. The western stream was dry at the time of my visit.
The plateau is mainly beech woodland with a poor ground flora. Rhododendron 
is invading from the beech plantation to the north. Several generations of beech
occur, (A) broad crowned senescent specimens branching at less than 4 m with
breast height girths up to 6 m, these are probably over 250 years old; (B) straight
stemmed maidens of over 130 years old; (C) straight stemmed younger maidens of
between 50 and 100 years occur infrequently. Regeneration at present seems to
be poor in this area.
The valley contains a stream which has been dammed to form a series of
ornamental ponds - these probably date from the mid 19th century, but already an
alder carr has developed along the valley, with a rich flora, completely obscuring
the ponds in places.
The slope is dominated by bracken (Pteridium a uilinum) with small areas of
heathers (Calluna vul aris and Erica tetralix) and purple moor-grass (Molinia
caerula). Over this is a scatter, dense in places, of hawthorn (Cratae us mono na)
scrub amd also isolated bushes, birch (Betula spp.) and mature trees, many occurrinc
as isolated specimens. Oak probably predominates with beech almost co-dominant.
Oaks vary in age between about 200 years and perhaps over 300 years, most have
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straight trunks branching at 6-7 m, the average breast height girth is 3 m.
Oak is regenerating freely in places with some trees of up to 20 years growth
in places - presumably dating from the removal of deer in the 19505. Very few
oaks are obviously hollow, but many have dead limbs in the crown, or lying
around the base. Beech are mainly the two older generations represented on
the plateau. Many branch at 2-3 m and have a breast height girth of about 4 m.
Beech appears not to be regenerating on the slope. Several other species of
trees occur along the slope, mainly as isolated single specimens, most being
represented by less than 10 trees overall. These include ash (Fraxinus 
excelsior), perhaps the commonest, field maple (Acer cam estre), lime (Tilia
platyphyllos), horse chestnut (Aesculus hi ocastaneum), sweet chestnut
Castanea sativa), elm (Ulmus procera) and yew (Taxus buccata). Holly (Ilex
aquifolium) occurs infrequently along the slope and is regenerating in places
mainly on the edge of the plateau.
Erid e Old Park (South) (Map : Area 2)
Most of this area was ploughed in the 1950s and is now grass ley and arable.
Only the stream valleys were left and these form interesting islands of bracken
on the slopes with scattered scrub (hawthorn and birch) and young alder. These
valleys were left deliberately and drain the farmland very effectively (according
to the Marquess). Apparently this part of the park had a very thin scatter of
old trees, mainly oak and ash, (still to be seen towards the northern edge) over
dense bracken. Some 250 decaying old trees were removed, most were not alive
at the time of clearance.
Other than the stream courses, this area is of very low conservation value,
the old trees are too scattered and too exposed to be of any lasting value
either for lichens or timber utilising invertebrates. There is no intention on
the part of the Marquess to replace the remaining trees as they die.
Erid e Deer Park (Home Park) (Map : Area 3)
The present deer park contains the much reduced herd of red deer, which is
kept at about 100 head. There is considerable variation within the park. The
southern part is open grassy heath, with moss and lichen in places and with a
small area of wet hawthorn/sallow scrub over Juncus. Part has been reseeded
from former arable. On the eastern side, on an area of steep sided valleys is
a beech plantation with a few oaks - of about 120-150 years old. Although the
plantations are bare of vegetation, the stream-sides have a little, including
Chr sos lenium o ositifolium Carex remota and Oxalis acetosella. Another
older beech plantation lies on a steep slope on the western side. The trees
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are between 150 and 250 years old with broad crowned low branching, old trees
and straight stemmed younger maidens. A small enclosure and a few single
specimens have been planted in the last 10 years. Two ponds are surrounded by
trees, the larger, in an old pit, with Scots pine, beech, oak etc; the smaller
being ringed by ragged (coppiced) oaks. An avenue of limes, about 130 years
old, runs west from Eridge Castle. Isolated oak, horse chestnut, poplar
(Populus sp.), beech, and exotic Acers are scattered over the northern half
of the park. Some of the oak and beech are over 250 years old and follow old
boundary banks in the areas north west of the lime avenue.
Western Beech Plantation (Map : Arca 4)
Although beech is well represented elsewhere on the estate, the greatest
number of overmature beech is to be found here. Old broad crowned trees have
been left in magnificent plantations of 150 years old beech which stretch down
to the main A26 road in almost closed canopy high forest.
Some younger beech of about 75 years are scattered through. Oak is
scattered also through the area, mainly about 200 years old rather poor maidens
with much epicormic growth. There is also a low density of conifers, mainly
pines, presumably the remains of a nurse crop for the younger beech. Birch
occurs sparsely, but is regenerating freely.
The whole area has a dense undergrowth of Rhododendron scrub which seems
to prevent the beech regenerating beyond a couple of years growth.•
Saxonbur- Rocks Woods (Map: Area 5)
Beech/oak woodland with extensive areas of sweet chestnut and some hazel
coppice, with beech and oak as standards. There are bracken glades, usually
with birch and, in places, holly natural regeneration. Rhododendron scrub has
developed over the area of the Hill Fort, around the Tower (built 1828), and
occtirsonly infrequently outside this arca. The stream valley in Rocks Wood
contains an alder carr with a rich ground flora.
Beech are mainly broad crowned, low branching specimens of about 250 years
old (3.5 m breast height girth). Oaks are generally smaller and of poor growth.
The largest beech occur along the northern edge of Rocks Wood, some as the
remains of a layered beech hedge on the boundary bank.
The ground flora of this arca is quite varied but not particularly rich
except in the valley. It has presumably been surveyed by N.C.C. in the past.
Short Wood (Map : Area 6)
This small wood is separated from Saxonbury/Rocks Woods by an area of conifer
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plantation. It is essentially a miniature version of the larger wood; mature
oak/beech high forest with hazel/sweet chestnut coppice and birch and holly
natural regeneration. There is alder carr along the two streams. The ground
flora is quite rich especially along the streams. Some beech are senescent
and have shed large branches.
Long Wood (Map : Area 7)
A steep-sided valley woodland with 2 side tributaries draining into a
central stream. Much of the wood is alder carr with a rich flora including
numerous ferns. On the southern edge the streams have not cut back and leave
a small undulating plateau with 2 rides and a rather different and varied ground
flora ranging from bracken to Mercurialis erennis and including Carex remota 
and Chr sos lenium o ositifolium. Bluebell (End ion non-scri tus) is common
on the plateau.
Oak standards (circa 150+ years old) over hazel/sweet chestnut coppice with
birch and holly natural regeneration predominates on the plateau. Broad-crowned
beech standards (circa 200 years old) are mainly along the ride sides. Large
hollies occur along the banks of the northern ride. Small outcropts of sand
rock occur at the stream heads; these are rich in Bryophytes.
The alder carr is probably the largest on the estate and indications are
that the ground flora is at least as rich in Long Wood as in Saxonbury/Rocks
Woods. It would seem reasonable to include this area in any revision of the
S.S.S.I. area that may be made.
SUMMARY
The northern part of the Old Park is a steep south-facing slope on light
sandy soils. At the top of the slope is an area of beech woodland with trees
ranging from 50 years old to probably over 250 years, with maidens and pollards
present. The slope itself is open scrub, bracken and heather with isolated
oak and beech, with a few specimens of ash, field maple and other species. The
oak ranges between 200 and 300 years and is regenerating freely. Beech is
mainly between 130 and 200+ years and is not regenerating. Dead wood is plenti-
ful.
The present deer park and areas to the west of the deer park and north of
the house contain some excellent areas of overmature beech high forest. All are
obviously plantations, but are neglected, and dead wood is plentiful. Mature oak
and mature and overmature beech are well represented on the estate generally. The
whole area, especially the northern parts, is potentially of considerable interest
for dead wood fauna.
Paul T. Harding
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6. 3. 1.
HATFIELD HOME PARK
HERTFORDSHIRE
National Grid reference : 52(TL)238090
Visited : 21 September 1977
Owner : The estate of Lord Salisbury
A large area of woodland and parkland is shown on Ordnance Survey maps
attached to Hatfield Palace. Little of this is, however, open to the public
and therefore my visit was limited to the area north and north east of Hatfield
Palace, roughly the area marked on the 0.5. 2i inch map as the Home Park. This
area is almost certainly not ancient parkland, originating in the early 17th
century (Munby 1977,p. 151).
The Home Park contains a number of ancient oaks in fairly open parkland and
also in areas of secondary woodland and recent plantations. Most of the oaks
have the appearance of pollards and many, especially those in the parkland, have
exposed hollow boles. However, few of these hollow trees contain wood mould and
several have been burnt, but are still alive. The area also contains a number
of overmature sycamore, in planted lines and a few overmature beech. Impressive
avenues of limes lie along most of the principal rides in the Home Park. Most
of the limes are mature or slightly overmature, and along some rides, young limes
and other species have been planted recently.
The oaks in the parkland have given rise to extensive regeneration in the
last few decades, certainly since the removal of the deer herd in the First
World War, or following the advent of myxomatosis. Sturdy young oaks are
growing in a mixture with similarly aged hawthorns. In the vicinity of the
sycamore groves, natural regeneration of sycamore has occurred, but this seems
to be younger than the oak regeneration.
Fallen dead wood is scarce, but dead branches and hollow boles are common.
However, the parkland and woodland have the appearance of being kept fairly tidy,
which, in view of the access that the public has to the area, is not surprising.
Summary

The Home Park is only a small area of the Hatfield Palace estate. My visit
was limited to this small area to which there is restricted public access.
Ancient oaks are scattered through the area in parkland and in woodland. Over-
mature sycamore, beech and lime trees are also present. Oak regeneration in the
6. 3. 2.
south of the parkland part, together with hawthorn, is plentiful and elsewhere
sycamore regeneration is present. The park is kept fairly tidy and as a result
dead wood is not particularly plentiful except as hollow trees and dead branches
in trees. This part of Hatfield Park is believed to have been enclosed from
farmland in the early 17th century (Munby 1977).
Reference
Munby, L.M. 1977. The Hertfordshire Landsca e. Hodder & Stoughton, London.
Paul T. Harding
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6. 4. 1.
BEECHEN WOOD AND LULLINGSTONE PARK
KENT
National Grid reference : 51/512642
Visited : 16 August 1975
Owners : G.L.C.?
Lullingstone Park is a public park and golf course. Much of the old deer
park which was in the central valley (P.C. Tinning, pers. comm.) has been
re-seeded, and the whole central valley is devoid of trees, with only a few
thorn bushes in places.
The parish boundary between Eynsford and Shoreham runs along the southern
edge of what must have been the old deer park. An iron deer fence still runs
along the parish boundary line dividing the area marked as Beechen Wood on the
current 1:50,000 0.S. map into two areas which have had distinctly different
managements.
The woodlands north of the deer fence (Upper and Lower Beechen Woods) have
clearly developed, partly naturally, partly by planting, on an area of bracken
dominate heath which was probably typical of much of the park. The woodland
south of the deer fence, on a plateau with a single valley, is coppice with
standards woodland with a much more typical woodland flora.
Lower Beechen Wood (Map : Area A)
Mainly beech plantation of various ages. Old maiden trees on the southern
edge, some with breast height girths in excess of 3.5 m, probably over 200 years.
some have recently lost their tops at 3-7 m, and others have lost large limbs.
On the lower slopes, mainly on the eastern side the trees are younger, 100+ years,
all are maidens. Some of these have lost large limbs recently. The lower slopes
on the western side are mainly young (204 years) beech plantation with small areas
of hornbeam of a similar age.
The 19th century beech plantations are widely spaced and not in closed canopy;
in the open areas bracken and nettles dominate the ground vegetation. Hornbeam
maidens, mostly of about 100 years are scattered through the beech plantations.
Ancient oaks are absent from the area, but a few oaks contemporary with the older
beech do occur.
Woodland south of the Deer Fence (Map : area B)
The coppice with standards woodland of this area contrast sharply with the
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other parts of Beechen Wood. Oak standards, mostly over 150 years old, over
a mixed coppice of sweet chestnut, hazel and hornbeam with some ash and sallow
most of which has been cut within the last 20 years. Birch natural regeneration
is common in places.
The ground flora appears rich but was not examined in detail; clearly
bluebell predominated in some areas but elsewhere is mixed although in August,
brambles masked much of the area.
A small area in the south east is a car park for Lullingstone Park, and
the woodland rides are very well worn from use by the public. However, the
main bulk of the woodland appears relatively undisturbed.
U er Beechen Wood (Map : area C)
• Open canopied woodland runs along a steep sided north facing spur. Many
of the largest trees are beech of up to 200 years old. Isolated ancient oaks
occur along the slope mainly on the northern side. Along the southern edge is
a thin strip of late 18th century beech and oak plantation, with a few old
sweet chestnut. Other trees along the slope are hornbeam, both pollards and
maidens, horse chestnut pollards, and ash maidens. A few field maple also occur.
The ancient oaks are very large, mostly over 5 m breast height girth, and
very few have died back to any great extent. They are all "pollards" which have
been left uncut for at least 200 years. Only one dead tree was found out of the
total of 20-30 trees. Their appearance is rather like the senescent generation
at Sherwood, and they are probably of a similar age. Many are hollow with parts
of the main trunk accessible,from ground level, but fortunately only one seems to
have been burned inside.
Apart from the 200 year old maiden oaks along the south edge, similar aged
and younger oaks are scattered through the area, some of which are rather stunted
in growth and could provide useful succession for the oldest trees. Regeneration
of oak is poor.
The dominant ground flora is dense bracken with luxurious bramble growth in
places. The area was virtually impenetrable in August which probably accounts
for the lack of disturbance to the area.
The areas to the north of the main slope - across one of the golf course
fairways, are a mixture of 30 year old beech plantation, scrub and young ash
natural regeneration, but with good stands of very large beech maidens, some
recently fallen and some decayed but standing, a few ancient oaks and younger
oaks, and some elms recently killed by Dutch elm disease.
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The Golf Course
Very few ancient trees remain on the present gold course, almost all are
stunted pollards in exposed situations, but they appear to contain heart rot
as well as the predictable accumulation of domestic litter and faeces.
Dead Wood
The ancient oaks of Upper Beechen Wood arc obviously suitable for timber
utilising Coleoptera and the abundance of galleries and flight holes confirms
this. As well as some trees being hollow and/or having dead limbs in the
crown, some dead wood lies under the trees.
The beech of both Upper and Lower Beechen Woods are also likely to be of
great interest for timber utilisers with many fallen trees and boughs, and few
rotten stumps and a few hollow pollards.
There are also some hollow hornbeam pollards, many dead mature birch and a
few ash with dead limbs in the crown.
Dead wood appears to be left where it falls except when it falls into the
golf course or a major woodland ride, in which case it is pulled aside. Very
little appears to be burnt on site or removed.
Hawthorn and elder are plentiful in all areas to provide food flowers for ,
spring emergent insects.
Summary

The central valley of the deer park has been cleared of trees in the last
10 years for the golf course, but on the south side two areas of woodland, Upper
and Lower Beechen Woods, remain. Upper Beechen Wood is potentially interesting
with several very large and ancient oaks and many overmature beech. There are
good prospects for succession of both species although oak is not now regenerating.
Dead wood is plentiful and almost all the old oaks are hollow or have heart rot.
Bracken and bramble and extensive areas of scrub and yOung trees lie between the
areas of oak and beech. Lower Beechen Wood contains many old beech and a good
range of younger trees; there are also some hornbeam. This area seems to be
totally unrecorded entomologically*, but,could still be of great value for dead
wood fauna despite the recent reduction in the area of old trees.
Paul T. Harding
• Lullington Park lies in the Darent Valley. "Darenth" or "Darent" Woodsiere
favoured localities for entomologists in the 19th and early 20th centuries.
It is possible that Lullington Park was included under these names.
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6. 5. 1.
MERSHAM HATCH PARK
KENT
National Grid reference : 61/063403
Visited : 15 August 1975
Owner : Lord Brabourne, Newhouse, Mersham, Ashford, Kent.
Agent : P.R. Barnard Esq., Hoath Cottage, Smeeth, Ashford, Kent.
The park lies on undulating ground 2 kilometres below the Wye/Brabourne
Downs. It is on light sandy soils which are free draining and base poor. Most
of the areas with woodland, plantation or parkland trees were examined, but three
areas proved to be of particular interest.
Barrack Wood 

The western portion of this wood remains under oak/hornbeam woodland, but
the eastern portion (see map) is under a mixture of conifer/sweet chestnut/beech
plantation of mixed ages. There is a small area of alder coppice in the south
and the remains of an ash/oak plantation about 50 years old, much of which has
been cleared for replanting leaving only a few nurse trees.
The oak/hornbeam woodland is almost exclusively of old pollards although
there is a small plantation of conifers in groups (circa 40 years old) in the
centre. The northern part is mainly oak, with a few hornbeam, over bracken, on
a steep north-facing slope. The wood then slopes gently south from a ridge and
on the south facing slope hornbeam predominates. Rhododendron scrub has developed
on the ridge and along the south-facing slope and is dense in places.
The oaks appear even aged, but this is probably deceptive. Ages could vary
between 200 and 400 years. All are pollards, some having been cut within the
last 50 years. However, others have probably not been cut for 100+ years. Most
trees are about 3.5 m breast height girth. Pollard height is about 3 m. Several
trees are dead, but still standing, other dead trees have fallen. Almost all trees
are hollow with heart rot, and all show abundant signs of attack by Coleoptera.
The hornbeam are, if anything, more difficult to age, but few can exceed 300
years, and most are probably 200-250 years old. Most are hollow shells with
exposed rotten areas. Attack by timber utilising Coleoptera seems to be common,
but not plentiful. Some have been pollarded more recently than the oaks, but most
have not been pollarded for 30 years.
Regeneration of both oak and hornbeam seems negligible although some younger
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generation hornbeam (circa 50 years) are present in the southern part of the
area.
In the extreme south of the area, a few old oak pollards and one field
maple run down to the road, west of this line is an area of hawthorn and elder
scrub with a few young oaks.
A small spur of woodland runs north-east from the main area containing
several very large oak pollards (up to 6.5 m B.H.G.) with younger maiden oaks,
ION years old and a few beech. These are growing over a mixture of Rhododendron
and bracken.
Bockhan er Wood
Most of this wood slopes gently northwards away from an old roadway which
is still visible along the southern edge as a deep sunkway. A broad ride divides
it from a 40 year old plantation - Spring Wood - to the north.
The woodland is primarily hornbeam pollards with a low density of fine oak
maidens, many over 3 m breast height girth, and probably over 200 years old.
There are also a few old oak pollards, similar to those in Barrack Wood, and a
few hornbeam and ash maidens.
The hornbeam pollards vary greatly in age with some in excess of 5 m breast
height girth, others may have been larger, but have lost large portions of the
original trunk. There are some areas with predominantly young pollards only
1.5 m breast height girth, or less. The oldest trees may well.exceed 300 years,
but there are comparatively few of this age. Pollarding of most trees clearly
continued until at least the Second World War, and again in the last few years
small areas have been re-pollarded for hardwood pulpwood. Although mainly the
younger trees have been cut recently, only a couple of trees have died as a
result. It should be possible to pollard many of the hornbeam in Bockhanger
Wood and to expect most to survive.
During the course of pollarding an area of Rhododendron scrub was cleared
letting more light into the hornbeams which are only 2-3 m high when cut.
However, this has also favoured the regeneration of sycamore present in low
numbers as young trees along the northern edge. Sycamore regeneration could
prove as insidious a threat, as the Rhododendron, to regeneration of hornbeam.
A few young hornbeams were seen in a couple of small glades, and some seedlings
were found in the area recently pollarded, but regeneration is clearly poor.
A small number of conifers have been planted into the wood, and a single
line of poplars on either side of the metalled road through the wood.
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The ground flora is exceptionally poor, being totally absent under closed
canopy hornbeam and under Rhododendron. A few elder bushes survive under the
hornbeam canopy. Elsewhere bracken, mercury (Mercurialis erennis), nettle
(Urtica dioica) and cleavers (Galium a arine) occur, with abundant fireweed
(Chamanaerion an ustifoliom) in the recently pollarded areas.
The extension of Bockhanger Wood to the east differs from the rest of the
wood and is mainly beech/oak/sweet chestnut high forest of about 150 years old.
Deer Park

Approximately 100 acres are devoted to the herd of 80 fallow deer. Part
of the area is open grass heath and bracken with isolated groups and single trees.
The two major groups (Map: areas A and B) are mainly beech/sweet chestnut
with some oak, horse chestnut and Sycamore. Most of thesetrees are about 150
years old or younger, with some beech of only 50 years in area B.
The scattered parkland trees are mainly oak, horse chestnut, ash with a few
small groups of beech. Few trees exceed 250 years, although some of the oaks are
possibly olden There is one large old Turkey oak.
Regeneration is absent, but a few specimen trees (oak and sycamore) have
been planted.
Other areas

The rest of the open parkland marked on the map is mainly arable farmland
and contains very few trees, however many of these are oaks.
Some small groups of old beech occur which may be of some faunistic value.
There is a group of 4 very large broad crowned trees in Jacob's Plantation (Map:
Area C) and another group of about 10 similar trees east of the Hall (Map: Area
A line of large limes runs from the area of the Hall to Barrack Wood.
Dead Wood
Barrack Wood
Almost all the oaks of the north end are hollow with ample red heart rot
and some accumulation of red mould. Fallen trees and limbs appear to be left
to rot where they fall. This area is very reminiscent of Staverton Park, Suffolk,
although the trees are slightly smaller and have been pollarded more recently.
Most of the hornbeams are hollow with rotten interiors, although many of the
interiors exposed seem rather hard and little attacked by Coleoptera. Very few
fallen branches from the hornbeams were observed.
6. 5. 4.
Bockhan er Wood
Very few oak pollards occur here, but all were highly suitable for timber-
utilising invertebrates. The older hornbeams are almost all hollow, or more
commonly, merely shells or parts of the sapwood and bark of the old trunk.
Although galleries and flight holes are common in the dead wood, some trees
present only dry hard surfaces and are little colonised. Numerous fallen parts
of trunks are lying around and all of these exhibit extensive attack by wood-
boring fauna.
Deer Park and other areas
There are very few hollow trees in these areas, and fallen branches seem
to be tidied up rapidly (for firewood). There is little of interest in these
areas other than dead limbs in the canopy of treesiof which there appeared to
be rather few.
Succession
The prospects for succession of oak in Barrack Wood are not good. There is
a large generation gap (probably 150 years) to the few young oaks in the wood and
regeneration appears to be negligible.
The prospects for hornbeam are better especially in Bockhanger Wood where
quite young pollards exist.
Summary

Two areas here are of particular interest for dead wood fauna. The northern
end of Barrack Wood contains an area of old oak pollards, almost all hollow and
with ample heart rot, and some hornbeam pollards. There are few young oaks, and
there must be at least a 150 year generation gap to the few young trees present.
Dead wood is plentiful. Bockhanger Wood is mainly hornbeam pollards and natural
regeneration. Pollarding of quite young trees has been done in recent years and
was done in the winter of 1974/1975. A few old oak pollards are also present.
There is ample evidence of insect attack on dead wood of both oak and hornbeam,
and these areas could well repay entomological survey in the future.
Paul T. Harding
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6. 6. 1.
PARHAM PARK AND NORTH PARK WOOD
SUSSEX
National Grid reference : 51/059148
Visited : 11 August 1975
Owners : Mr. & Mrs. Tritton. Agent : Mr. A.K. Hughes, Parham Estate Offices,
Parham, Pulborough, Sussex, RH20 4HS
The park proper, most of which is open to deer, and North Park Wood differ
widely in structure and in scientific interest, and are dealt with separately.
The Deer Park
Almost all the southern half of the estate is open to deer, being enclosed
by an elegant wooden slatted fence. They are excluded from 5 small areas of wood-
land, The Folly, Ash Copse, Paddock Wood, Buck Brow and Strawberry Grove, and
from an area of pasture between Ash Copse and Paddock Wood. Cattle clearly graze
over all the area except the small woods but at the time of my visit they were
contained in the north-eastern part of the park.
Much of the park is open unimproved grassy heath with bracken at varying
densities. Bracken is commonest in the northern part of the park. Clearly the
park has been landscaped on various occasions, with avenues of limes and other
trees to the West Lodge, an avenue of limes running east-south-east of the house,
and a lime grove near the church. There is evidence of some ornamental planting
of elms, possibly in avenues, in the late 18th century. Most of these trees are
senescent and almost all have Dutch elm disease and many have clearly been felled
in recent years. It is probable that these recent plantations are replacements
for earlier plantings of mixed species which included cedar in addition to pine,
beech, sycamore, holm oak and both chestnuts, some of which still remain in and
around the newer plantation.
The principal tree of the park is, however, oak. It is scattered throughout
the park, but there are 4 areas of particular note (see map).
Almost closed canopy oak high forest of trees of about 4-5 m breast height
girth (circa 250 years old) and a few younger trees over bracken/grass on
undulating ground. There are a couple of very old oaks of 7-8 m breast height
girth which are being Shaded out by the surrounding trees. Hawthorn is plentiful
and there are numerous fallen limbs.
A very similar area to the above, around the slopes of Fangrove Hill. Trees
are of similar proportions with five ancient trees. Hawthorn is very plentiful
on the upper slopes of the hill and has been planted in places apparently for game
cover. The valley bottom has a small plantation of poplars.
6. 6. 2.
Both the above areas seem to have been the site of former extractive works.
The name given on 0.5. maps is Limekiln Plat, and area 2 contains an old clay
pit and the remains of an old brick kiln.
South of Woodmill Pond is a north facing slope with a scatter of oaks of
between 200 and 300 years, most are pollards with girths of 4 m to 5.6 m.
There are some streamside elms of 190-200 years (ring counts on stumps) but most
are dying.
To the south-west of Paddock Wood is a small group of about 20 very large
ancient oak pollards all of which are hollow and have very large girths (up to
7-8 m). These are isolated in an area of grassy heath, with no younger trees
nearby other than in Paddock Wood itself.
North Park Wood
Most of this woodland has been afforested with conifers or mixed broadleaf/
conifer plantations, but some areas of oak/beech high forest with holly, birch
and rowan still remain, the best areas being on the eastern side around Withy
Piece. However, some cf the oak is being felled and some fine examples of
mature trees were found in the woodyard. They appeared to be 150-175 years old
with girths of about 3 m.
There are some ancient oaks similar to those in the park mentioned above.
These lie along the road-side on the east side of Ash Bit. They are probably old
boundary pollards. There is also a few old oaks and beech along the northern edge
of Ash Bit and the south-western corner of Little Rookery.
Summary 

The Deer Park is open to grazing by deer and cattle except for a few small
areas of woodland, and an area of pasture. Much of the park is open unimproved
grassy heath with scattered bracken. Oak is the most abundant tree and is
scattered throughout the park although there are four areas of particular note
for the density of oaks, their size, and in some cases the range of age classes.
Probably the best area is between Parham Farm and Limekiln Plat, extending west-
wards around Fangrove Hill. Other areas lie south of Woodmill Pond and north and
west of Paddock Wood. Some oaks are huge and hollow, but fallen dead wood is
scarce. There are also some old ash and elm in the park, but most of the elms have
got Dutch elm disease and several have been felled. North Park Wood contains some
good areas of mature oak. Parham Park and Woods is probably the "Pulborough" site
referred to by several 19th century Coleopterists. The area was also collected in
during this century by Nicholson and others, and is probably still of considerable
entomological interest.
Paul T. Harding
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THE INVERTEBRATE FAUNA OF THE MATURE TIMBER HABITAT
SURVEY OF AREAS
South-west En land Re ion
The following areas have been visited as part of a national survey commissioned
by N.C.C. from I.T.E. The background and sources of this survey are outlined in
the contract report of March 1976. Some areas were reported on in detail. These
reports are included herewith in numerical order according to the following list.
The remaining areas have, for various reasons, not warranted detailed reports.
Summary descriptions of them have been made and included in either of the contract
reports (March 1976 or March 1977) where the descriptions appear in the numbered
"Area Descriptions" section.
All visits were made by P.T. Harding, almost invariably with the prior
permission of the owner or his agents (except in the case of public access areas).
All opinions expressed are related to the conservation value and potential of a
given area for the invertebrates of mature and overmature trees, dead wood and
associated biotopes.
Report number/
Arca, County Date visited Arca description
Badminton Park, Avon
Boconnoc Park and Woods, Cornwall
Lanhydrock Park, Cornwall
Marsland Valley Woods, Cornwall
August ...1976
September 1977
September 1976
(September 1973)
• 7.1/1977-16
7.2
7.3/1977-17
7-4/1976-32
7.5/1977-18Arlington Court Park and Woods,Devon September 1976
Powderham Castle Park, Devon September 1975 7.6/1976-33
Shute Deer Park, Devon September 1975 et seq. 1977 Appendix I
Woody Bay, Devon September 1976 1977
- 19
Creech Great Wood, Dorset September 1975 7.7/1976-35
Lulworth Castle Perky'Dorset September 1975 7.8/1976-36
Melbury Park, Dorset June 1975 7.9/1976-37
Tyneham Woods, Dorset September 1975 7.10/1976-38
M
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7. 1. 1.
BADMINTON PARK
AVON
National Grid reference : 31/8083
Visited : 6 August 1976
Owner : Duke of Beaufort
Badminton Park lies on undulating ground at about 130 m above sea level.
The underlying strata are of the Oolite (Jurassic), and much of the park grass-
land appears to be on neutral or calcareous clays.
The only area of relevance to the survey is area 3 on the map, with two
small outlying areas of interest (5 & 6). The park formerly covered over 1000
acres.
Area 1. An elm grove with a few scattered oaks. Almost all the elms have been
felled in the last year and the remainder have died in 1976. Dutch elm disease
seems to have killed every elm in the park.
Area 2. Arable farmland with a 100 year beech clump on the western edge, and
with scattered ancient oaks elsewhere. All the oaks seem to be suffering from
root damage and are badly heat sterilized. .
Area 3. The Deer Park. This contains almost all the oldest trees in the park.
The oldest oaks are in the north-east of this area and seem to be associated with .
banks and ditches. There are also small areas of ridge and furrow in the extreme
north of the area in between two lines of the oldest oaks. There are several dead
oak pollards. Elsewhere there are occasional ancient oaks, but most are 150-250
years old. Some are in groves and there is an area of closed canopy oak in the
south-east. Trees of less than 100 years are scarce, but replacement oaks of up
to 30 years have been planted along the avenue to Luckington Gate. There are
many 200* years old elm throughout the deer park, but all are dead. There are
also a small number of beech, lime and horse chestnut mainly in the western hal/
of the park. There are a few old, small field maple in the eastern park, and
scattered hawthorns. Unimproved grassland throughout.
Area 4. Improved grassland with scattered old oaks and various other species
including exotics.
Area 5. Similar to area 3, but with improved pasture.
Area 6. Overmature beech grove with many decaying trees as well as some fine
. mature specimens.
Summary
Badminton Park contains about 300 acres of open oak parkland with some
ancient trees. This is the deer park containing circa 50 fallow and 250 red
deer. There are numerous dead elms, but these will probably all be felled
and burned or removed in the near future. The ancient oaks are mainly in the
north-east, with about 10-15 dead individuals. Fallen dead wood is not
abundant, but some lying wood is present. Hollow oaks are very scarce.
The area is probably of considerable potential for dead wood fauna
although one must reserve one's judgement because of the unknown (to me) history
of the site. The park is in a position and is on soils which would suggest that
cultivation or pasturage, in the pastlwas likely.
Paul T. Harding
7.1 BADMINTON PARK
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BOCONNOC PARK AND WOODS
CORNWALL
National Grid reference : 20/1460
Visited : 1 September 1977
Owner : Captain Fortescue Agent : B.H. Tweedale for Savills
Having tried to gain entry to Boconnoc since June 1975 I was able, through
the offices of Peter Tinning (N.C.C., A.R.O. Cornwall), to visit the parts of
the park and woods which have been included in the S.S.S.I. We met Capt. Fortescue
and Mr. Tweedale before seeing the estate and Mr. Tweedale accompanied us to one
of the parts of the 5.5.5.1.
Boconnoc Park and woods are considered by lichenologists, particularly
Dr. Rose, to be one of the most important localities for epiphytic lichens in
Britain. 188 species of epiphytic lichens have been recorded from parts of 600 ha
of the enclosed parkland and woodland. However, the S.S.S.I., the area we were
permitted to visit, is only 30.3 ha in area. It contains the most important
areas for epiphytic lichens. We were able to see, at a distance, most of the
parkland area remaining on the estate but large areas of woodland were closed
to us.
Description
Boconnoc Park and woods lie in the valley of the River Lerryn which runs
roughly north-south through the estate. Several,tributary streams run into the
river and the whole area is steeply undulating. The rainfall is apparently high
and as the underlying geology is of Devonian sandstones, the soils are neutral
to acid loams. The ground flora reflects the-acid facies, with few species and
extensive areas of bracken in unimproved pastures.
The S.S.S.I. is in 5 units (see map) of which only two are open canopy
pasture-woodland, the other units being more or less closed canopy, uneven-aged,
high forest.
1. This is the largest single area. Most of it lies on the north and east
facing slopes of a tributary stream and of the River Lerryn. The woodland is
composed of oak and beech with a variety of mainly alien species including
sycamore and sweet chestnut. Beech and sycamore are regenerating freely, and
a few small oak seedlings were observed. Dead wood is scarce except for a few
fallen trees which have clearly decayed-very rapidly in the damp conditions.
7. 2. 2.
Part of the woodland is closed canopy but there are small breaks, possible
where trees have been felled, where beech and sycamore saplings are abundant.
A few mature maiden oak, holly and ash trees in a scattered group in an
area of improved riverside pasture.
This area was not entered, but it appeared to be an area of almost closed
canopy high forest with beech and oak.
Part of the deer park. This area contains the largest number of mature
oaks seen in the S.S.S.I., together with some large beech trees. Fallen dead
wood and a few decaying boles (mainly beech) are present here. Dead wood in
trees is scarce and where present shows little sign of insect attack. The
area has the appearance of having formerly been more open with oak being
planted among older oaks and beech which had developed in open condition. The
ground flora is dominated by bracken.
The only other part of the deer park with any number of trees. This
small area is a sheltered valley between Heronshill Plantation and Heronshill
Wood was perhaps the most impressive area of pasture-woodland seen. It contains
groups of beech trees, a few oaks and numberous hawthorns in an excellent matrix
of unimproved grassland and scattered bracken. Dead wood is plentiful and most
is in sheltered situations under mature trees.
Evaluation
Boconnoc Park and Woods are incontrovertibly of great importance for epiphytes
but they proved to be disappointing in terms of habitats for dead wood fauna. Most
of the trees appear to be mature, but few overmature and no truly ancient specimens
were seen. Most of the older trees appear to be of plantation origin and certainly
the park was landscaped, according to Capt. Fortescue. Fallen dead wood clearly
decays rapidly in the humid conditions resulting from the high rainfall in enclosed
valley situations. Hollow trees or evidence of heart rot in oak or beech are almost
totally lacking.
Management

The management of the S.S.S.I. and the rest of the park and woods is clearly
directed towards obtaining some return from mature timber trees. Any agrement over
the management of the S.S.S.I. which is made to allow for the interest of the
epiphyte flora is likely to benefit what invertebrate fauna is associated with the
mature trees. Only in areas 4 and 5 should a special case be made for the retention
of the oldest trees, rotten boles and fallen dead wood.
7. 2. 3.
Summary

The Boconnoc Park and Woods S.S.S.I. is only a small part of the complex
of woodlands and parkland on the estate. The visit was limited to the S.S.S.I.
only. Only two areas, in the deer park, appear to be of relevance for the fauna
of overmature trees. In these areas some oak and beech have become overmature
and some other dead wood is present. The remaining parts of the S.S.S.I. include
two small areas of pasture-woodland with mature trees, and a large area of
mainly closed canopy high forest, beech and oak dominated woodland. The geographi-
cal position, high rainfall (with the consequent rapid decay of timber) and the
lack of large numbers of old trees make it probable that this site is not of
importance for the specialised fauna of dead wood habitats. This probability
- does not detract from the importance of the site for epiphytes and it would in
fact be of considerable academic interest to have a faunistic survey of the site
to establish just what species of timber fauna are able to withstand the climatic
conditions found at Boconnoc.
Paul T. Harding
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7. 3. 1.
LANHYDROCK PARK
CORNWALL
National Grid reference : 20/0863
Visited : 22 September 1976
Owner : National Trust
Lanhydrock Park lies on the western side of the Fowey valley between
Bodmin and Lostwithiel. It is mainly on a slope and valley running down to
the south east from the house. Much of the park is open improved grassland
with ornamental plantings of specimen trees and groves, probably of early
19th century origin.
The oldest trees of the park (see map) are mostly oak pollards, probably
associated with pre-enclosure boundary banks now almost obliterated within
the parkland. Some of the pollards are of a considerable age and may be as
old as or older than the original house (early 17th century). These oaks are
rich in epiphytes (as are many of the other trees of the pork) and may be of
some value for timber utilising fauna. However, insect attack on exposed dead
limbs within the pollards seems slight and may be limited to a few commoner
species.
There is an interesting area of older oaks in the valley bottom north of
Great Wood. This appears to be used for pheasant rearing. It contains some
overmature oaks with abundant decaying limbs and fallen dead wood. The wildlife
potential of this area is high, for dead wood fauna, epiphytes, as well as birds.
It is particularly valuable being elongate and therefore having a high ratio of
margin to total area.
Summary 

Much of the park is open improved grassland with 19th century plantings
of specimen trees and groves. There are some older trees, mostly oak pollards
which are mainly associated with pre-enclosure banks. There is a small area
of neglected woodland below the house which contains some good overmature oaks.
There is little evidence of a good dead wood fauna.
A endix - Mana ement Su restions
Old pollard oaks should be retained and fallen dead limbs from the trees
left nearby, at least in the remoter parts of the park.
The excellent replanting of groves etc that has gone on should continue
using oaks of known local provenance where possible.
7. 3. 2.
Cosmetic tree-surgery should be limited in the case of oak and beech to
those trees with a dominating visual impact in the park and to the areas of
roadways and public paths.
The area of old oaks in the valley bottom should be left unmanaged
except to plant a few young oak of local provenance into any existing canopy
gaps in order to provide for succession.
Paul T. Harding
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7. 4. 1.
MARSLAND VALLEY WOODS
CORNWALL
National Grid reference : 21/2217
Visited : 27 September 1973
Owners : Society for the Promotion of Nature Conservation and Mr. G. Marsh,
Marsland Manor, Morwenstow.
• A steeply sloping sessile oak woodland with scattered hazel coppice throughout.
Most of the oaks appear even aged, with many obviously having been coppiced, and
others possibly having been pollarded at 2.5 metres. These pollards are the
largest trees and some have girths of about 1 metre. Scattered through the wood
are holly, hawthorn and rowan, with elm on the northern and southern edges
associated with boundary banks/walls. Beech is also present, occurring on the
boundary bank of the southern edge of the wood.
Sycamore and ash are regenerating freely from isolated parent trees and
both species could prove to be aggressive invaders into the oak/hazel coppice.
Alder coppice in the valley bottom has been neglected for at least 30 years and
is becoming rather unstable.
At the seaward end of the valley a transition from oak/hazel woodland via
hazel scrub with occasional oak and sallow to gorse and bramble scrub occurs.
The stream gorge in this area is very steep sided and is mainly covered with
oak woodland.
The ground flora appears to be rich in the woodland, and the epiphyte flora
is clearly rich with many fine examples of Lobaria ulmonaria.
Fallen dead wood clearly decays rapidly in the damp conditions, but the
pollarded oaks, some of which are hollow, provide additional dead wood habitats
not usually found in woods of this type.
Summary


Oak/hazel woodland on the steep north-facing slope of a valley running up
from the sea. Alder woodland in the valley bottom. Oak/hazel scrub at the
seaward end of the valley. Many oaks have been pollarded at 21 metres or are
coppice growths. Few large trees, but plentiful dead wood. Very rich in
epiphytes. A good example of oak woodland under extreme Atlantic conditions.
Paul T. Harding
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7. 5. 1.
ARLINGTON COURT PARK AND WOODS
DEVON
National Grid reference : 21/6040
Visited : 21 September 1976
Owners : National Trust
The park, lying to the south of Arlington Court is very open, now mainly
improved pasture grazed by sheep and ponies. There are some overmature beech
pollards, either singly or in groups of three, some of which are planted in
curious low walled enclosures which are now entirely filled by the roots of
the trees. There are also some groups of 100-150 year old oaks and conifers.
Recent planting of single specimen trees has been mainly of beech and various
exotic species including conifers. Dead wood is almost completely absent.
The woodland in the valley of the River Yeo is mainly mixed plantations
of 100-150 year old oak, beech and a few conifers. These plantations have•
been managed.during the last 25 years and some timber (mainly conifers) has
been extracted. Some areas have been clear-felled and there are young
plantations (P.1950-P.1975) of conifers with beech and oak as a final crop.
In the remoter parts of the valley there are a few areas of oak over hazel
coppice-with-standards (eg Hammett's Wood) in which the hazel has been coppiced
quite recently. All the woodlands are rich in tree and shrub species and the
ground flora appears to be composed of a wide variety of species probably
reflecting a variety of soil types in the neutral to acid range. Luzula 
sylvatica dominates in some places. Except in the coppice woodland,
Rhododendron is everywhere plentiful and in places dominates the shrub layer.
There are some streamside alders, and ash is quite common on the lower slopes.
Trees of over about 150 years old are uncommon, but some of the oldest
oak standards are clearly greater than this age. The woods are actively
managed, but despite this, in the coppice-with-standards and the older high
forest areas, dead wood is left to lie where it falls. However as few trees
are overmature, there is, overall, little dead wood.
Summary

The park contains a few overmature beech, but because the area is kept
very tidy, there is no dead wood present. The woodlands of the River Yeo
valley contain some mature beech and oak, but relatively little dead wood is
present. The woOdlands are a mixture of coppice-with-standards and high forest
7. 5. 2.
with some conifers,and some post 1950 plantationsof coniferswith beech and
oak. Although clearly a rich area for epiphytesthere is little of particular
interest to suggest that a rich dead wood fauna would occur here.
Paul T. Harding
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7.6. 1.
POWDERHAM CASTLE DEER PARK
DEVON
National Grid reference : 20/970829
Visited : 8 September 1975
Owner : The Earl of Devon. Contact : Lord Courtney, The Estate Office,
Powderham Castle, Exeter, EX6 8A)
Powderham Castle stands on the end of a spur of higher ground above what
must have been flood meadows and salt marsh along the Exe estuary. The original
castle was built in the 14th century, and presumably the surrounding estate was
annexed at the same time. The castle is surrounded by about 300 acres of open
parkland, the northern half of which is a deer park with a herd of about 100
fallow deer.
Much of the southern park is open grassland with a few ornamental groups
of trees including Luccombe and turkey oaks and horse chestnut. This area is
unlikely to be of interest for dead wood fauna, but much of the grassland seems
to be unimproved and may be of botanical interest.
The deer park contains many native oaks (Q. robur) especially in the north-
eastern (Map: area 1) and north western (Map:area 2) corners. Elsewhere in the
deer park native oaks are mixed with Luccombe and turkey oaks, and horse and
sweet chestnuts. The ground vegetation is mainly mixed unimproved grassland
with bracken. In the north-eastern corner the native oaks form open canopied
park woodland over dense bracken (Map: area 1).
Many of the q. robur in the deer park are well over 300 years old with
girths on maiden trees of up to 6.1 m. Some of the older trees are stunted
and/or pollards, especially those on sloping ground to the north west of the
castle. There is a good range of age classes of oak within the deer park,
the youngest trees being about 50 years old, and mostly planted.
Dead wood and heart rot inside oaks is present within the deer park, and
in the remote north eastern part, dead wood appears to be left where it falls.
The remainder of the estate near the castle (Powderham Old Plantation and
Warboro Plantation) are late 18th century/19th century plantations containing
some old beech, but little else of interest.
Summary
From its geographical position the deer park is unlikely to contain truly
7. 6. 2.
ancient woodland, but there is certain to be some element of continuity
of tree cover associated with parkland around the 14th century castle.
Oak (Q. robur) is represented by a wide range of age classes from 50
to over 300 years. Dead wood is present, mainly in the north-eastern corner,
where it appears relatively undisturbed. The deer park contains areas of
unimproved grassland and bracken beds.
Paul T. Harding
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7. 7. 1.
CREECH GREAT WOOD
DORSET
National Grid reference : 30/892813 to 30/920820
Visited : 4 September 1975
Owners : English China Clays, Ball Clays Ltd.
(Partly within M.O.D. Lulworth Gunnery Ranges)
The wood lies on the steep north facing slope of the Purbeck Hills along
the line of the Purbeck Thrust Fault between the Upper Chalk (on upper slopes)
and the Reading Beds (lower slopes). Altitude varies between 60 m and 190 m
along at least part of its length. It is bisected (unequally) by a minor
road between Wareham and the western end of Purbeck. This road is busy with
holiday traffic.
Although the wood lies on Chalk and Reading Beds, it exhibits mainly
calcareous facies, the acid sandy soil on the lower slopes (Reading Beds)
being masked by chalk scree and general calcareous downwash from the chalk
above. Despite the thin soil over and among the chalk scree, coppice-with-
standards woodland is maintained with hazel and ash predominating as coppice
species, and oak and some ash as standards. Along the southern (highest)
edge the standards are very stunted and form a canopy with the neglected
hazel coppice. On the lower slopes the standcrds are good, well grown oaks
forming almost closed canopy near the centre of the wood. The coppice has
not been cut for about 40 years. In places it has over-reached the holding
capacity of the roots in the thin soil and whole stools of hazel and ash have
blown over.
The ground flora is not particularly rich. Much of the wood is dominated
by Mercurialis, especially on the steeper chalk screes. On the lighter soils
of the lower slopes, Dryopteris fern beds occur. The flora is richest along
the horizontal rides (in closed canopy) and along the central part of the wood
below the main scree area but above the lower sandy soils.
Epiphytes are present in good quantity with Polypodium and Dryopteris 
on old oaks and ash, and even on an old larch. Epiphytic mosses cover the
lower parts of many old oaks, and lichens are plentiful on the branches.
Although abundant, the mosses and lichens seem to be represented by rather
few species. This is almost certainly not a reflection of the antiquity of
the wood or the age of the standard trees, but of the position and aspect of
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the wood - north facing over Poole Harbour with all its industrial works. It
is almost certain that the lichen flora is impoverished because of aerial
pollution.
Almost all the standard trees are over 150 years old and some may be 250
years. It is impossible to age the stunted oaks along the top of the slope,
but most are senescent, with dead limbs and heart rot. The dead wood interest
of the site is probably concentrated in these few older trees (there are less
than 50 individuals). Dead ash and hazel are plentiful but are mainly small
in size and probably only of interest for the commoner dead wood.utilizing
fauna.
There is little regeneration of oak or hazel, but ash is regenerating freely
in places. Few oak are younger than 100 years, so that if there is some interest
in the fauna of the oldest oaks, there is a significant generation gap in the
continuity of oak.
Summary
Creech Great Wood is an interesting example of coppice-with-standards
woodlands on a steep slope spanning two differing geological strata. It is
almost certainly an ancient wood. Old oaks are present, but there is a gap
in the younger generations of oak and no regeneration. The epiphyte flora is
probably impoverished because of aerial pollution from the Poole Harbour area.
Paul T. Harding
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7. 8. 1.
LULWORTH CASTLE PARK
DORSET
National Grid reference : 30/85 82
Visited : 4 September 1975
Owner : Sir Joseph Weld. The Weld Estate, Lulworth Castle, Dorset.
Agent : C.R. Rothwell, Esq.
The woodlands and parkland around Lulworth Castle lie at the south eastern
corner of the former Wareham Forest. Most of the parkland is fairly open grass-
land with a few clumps of oak. There are three areas of woodland around the
parkland which are still under deciduous woodland.
The Wilderness (Map : area 1)
The area to the west of the castle and Roman Catholic chapel contains two
walled gardens, one of which is now completely derelict. The rest of the area
is probably the former Pleasure Grounds to the castle and was established some
time between the building of the castle (late 16th century) and the early 18th
century. It is now a mixture of maiden trees over grass and rough ground, part
01-which appears to be used for camping. The oldest trees are beech, some of about
200 years and a few possibly older. Some-beech are dead but standing and a few
have fallen or been cut down within the last 20 years and the main timber removed.
There are some old sycamores a few of which are dead or nearly so. There are
also horse chestnut, ash, oak and lime, all of which are mainly 150-200 years old.
There are a few young naturally regenerated sycamore.
Edge Belt (Map : area 2)
A narrow belt of mature deciduous woodland runs east from the castle/Arish
Mell vista to Bowling Green Wood. Part of the belt is within the gardens of.the
Manor House and of White Gate Lodge. Elsewhere most of the area is open to grazing
by cattle from the park. Beech of between 130 and 170 years old (ring counts)
predominate and there are some similarly aged oak and elm. There are some older
oaks in the stretch immediately north-east of the War Memorial. These appear to
be excellent sound maidens of about 250 years (3.5 m girth). .Fallen branches
are plentiful, and there are a few dead standing beech. The ground flora is
heavily grazed and trampled and there is a little hawthorn scrub and holly
regeneration. Although the park is enclosed by a wall along the roadside there
is a distinct bank and ditch system inside the wall.
7. 8. 2.
old
tree
stumps
Bowlin Green Wood (Map : area 3)
A mixed aged mature beech plantation with extensive Rhododendron scrub, and
locally, areas of hazel coppice and holly regeneration. It lies on a slight dome
capped by leached sandy soils. The beech woodland ends a little way north of the
Bowling Green (now a Scout camp) giving way to a small area of bracken and young
Rhododendron. North of this is a conifer plantation.
The oldest beech are probably about 200 years old and many are multi-stemmed.
Younger trees (100-150 years), all of which have reached canopy height, are mostly
single stemmed for at least the lower 10 m. There are a few oak, sycamore and
conifers of about 150-200 years old. Sycamore has regenerated in small areas
recently. Most of the beech appear to be sound and there is little dead wood
except for a few fallen branches.
The 0 en Parkland
The Parkland has very few trees except for some 120-150 year oak and elm
near the Estate Office block, and a few isolated old oak and sycamore (200 years
plus). There is however a small area of some 20 gnarled pollard oaks to the south
of Bowling Green Wood (Map : area 4). Some similar trees extend along outside
the western wall of Bowling Green Wood (Map : area 5). The larger group (4) lies
in an area of very irregular ground near a pond, among some dense clumps of Rubus.
Although all the trees are gnarled, and most to some extent stag-headed, they
are probably not even aged, with some possibly over 350 years old, and others of
200-250 years. Fallen branches are present, but no tree appears to be hollow or
to have exposed heart rot, except in area 5 where some have heart rot, but with
little evidence of insect attack.
Dead Wood Evaluation
There are some dead old beech and sycamore in areas 1 and 2 and some ancient
oak with shattered branch stumps and some heart rot in areas 4 and 5. Elsewhere
dead wood is mainly in the form of fallen branches and other small wood. Some
dead wood se'emsto be cleared, presumably for use locally as firewood. Clearly
the interest of this park for its lichens must be enhanced by the presence of
large sycamores and from its position at the head of a funnel shaped valley
running up from the sea at Arish Mell.
wall
road
7. 8. 3.
Summary 

Probably a remnant of the ancient Wareham Forest, the parkland consists
of 3 areas of deciduous high-canopy woodland with much beech between 150 and
200 years old. There are also two small groups of oaks of up to about 350
years in open parkland. Dead wood is not plentiful and insect attack in dead
wood seems limited.
Paul T. Harding
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7. 9. 1.
MELBURY PARK, MELBURY SAMPFORD
DORSET
National Grid reference : 31/5605
Visited : 27 June 1975
Owners/Managers : Strangeways. Agents are Drivers, Jonas, 18 Pall Mall,
London, SW1.
Local contact : W.H. Trevett, Esq., Head Forseer, Swiss Cottage, The Common,
Evershot, Dorchester.
Melbury Park covers about 400 ha of which much is replanted woodland. There
are also areas of arable and re-seeded pasture. Two areas within the park
apparently retain something of the former appearance of the old park. These are
the present deer park in the south western quarter (about 130 ha), and an area in
the north east of about 60 ha. It was only possible to visit the deer park area;
thus the rest of the park, including the north eastern arca which Francis Rose
reports as being comparable to the deer park, was not seen.
Deer Park
The deer park is enclosed by a high deer fence, in places by a wall, and on
the northern side by what appears to be an old ha-ha. A mixed herd of about 350,
red, fallow and sika deer is kept. The deer park lies on a ridge with steep slopes
to the west and east and with streams running north and north-east. There are
three blocks of woodland, two of 150 year old oak on the eastern side of the
Stutcombe Bottom stream, and a hanging beech wood of a similar age on the extreme
south-western slope. The remainder of the area is open grassland and bracken with
scattered groups and single trees.
The principal trees of the deer park are oak and beech and there are some very
large specimens of oak (mainl Q. robur) and beech. Some of the oak exceed 4 m
girth and are probably about 400 years old (from ring counts). Most of these oldest
trees are pollards or at least of non-woodland origin, with broad spreading crowns.
Maiden, and a few pollard oaks (both species) of between 100 and 250 years old are
widely scattered being the commonest tree in the open parkland. There are few oaks
of less than 100 years. Beech is also scattered, but most plentiful on the ridge
at the southern end. The age range is from 100 years to over 250 years and there
are both maidens and pollards.
Sweet chestnut and sycamore of between 150 and 250 years are scattered among
7. 9. 2.
the oak and beech, and there are also a few horse chestnut and lime. A small
group of ash grows on the western side, and alder is common in Stutcombe Bottom,
where there are some old specimens. The drive up Stutcombe Bottom was obviously
planted with various ornamental conifers and broadleaved species, several of
which are now fine specimens (Melbury is quite well known for its specimen orna-
mental trees).
Summary
Approximately half the park is believed to be of high interest for epiphytic
lichens. Only the south western quarter (the deer park) was visited. This part
lies on a ridge with steep slopes and two stream valleys. There are several
ancient oak and beech, areas of single oaks, and oak and beech plantations. Old
sweet chestnut and sycamore are also present. The park contains several areas of
oak and beech woodland and is potentially of interest for dead wood fauna.
Paul T. Harding
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7. 10. 1.
TYNEHAM WOODS
DORSET
National Grid reference : 30/892801
Visited : 3 September 1975
Owners : M.O.D. Lulworth Gunnery School.
The woodland around Tyneham House can be considered as three separate areas.
Area 1 - The main block lying to the south-east of Tyneham House marked on the 0.5.
6" map as Tyneham Great Wood. Area 2 - The westward continuation of area 1 along
the ridge. Area 3 - Various areas around Tyneham House and to the north of the
Great Wood. (See map.)
, Area 1

The wood lies on a north-north-west facing slope between 75 m and 120 m.
The slope is steepest on the southern edge and descends in a series of slight
terraces to a shallow dry valley on the northern boundary of the area. It lies
on Upper and Middle Purbeck strata with Wealden Beds in the northern third of the
area. The soil seems to be a uniform clay loam which was very dry and deeply
cracked on the day of my visit but is clearly normally damp and poorly drained.
The wood was maintained as coppice-with-standards, but has been neglected
for at least 40 years. Oak and ash standards are of between 150 and 250 years
old. Ash coppice is mainly as high cut stools (70-100 cm), some being about 4 m
in girth (at 25-50 cm). Hazel and field maple are noticeably smaller and cut
near ground level. Much of the hazel is of rather poor growth. Oak, ash, beech
(from a few older trees), hazel and holly are regenerating freely to form an
understorey with the overgrown coppice.
Sycamore occurs scattered through the area, mainly on the steep southern
slope, occurring as standards, coppice and young saplings. Beech, elm, horse
chestnut and pine also occur scattered through the wood.
The ground flora does not seem rich but includes Carex s-lvatica, C. pendula 
and C. remota, Milium effusum, Allium ursinum and Primula vul aris all of which
are typically found in long established woodland. Ruscus aculeatus occurs on the
edge of this area but as it is in association with bamboo and other exotica it can
safely be counted as a planted species.
The epiphyte flora is obviously rich with many species of lichen and moss,
and some ferns. It would be interesting to know how many species of lichen are
limited to the sycamores and therefore perhaps artificially increase the interest
of this area.
7. 10. 2.
The steep slope on the southern part of this area has slight longitudinal
terraces which may be natural. However, the point could be investigated further.
There is little evidence of any surrounding bank and ditch system around the wood.
Several semi-circular flat areas are scattered along the steep slope. These are
probably the site of old charcoal hearths.
Area 2
This is probably an area of mixed hardwood plantation of about 200 years old.
The principal species are beech/oak/sycamore with some sweet chestnut and holm oak.
Many of the original plantation trees have died or been felled and sycamore has
been planted and/or is regenerating in the gaps. The ground flora is less rich
than in Area 1. There are some old quarries into the Middle Purbeck strata at
the western end. A couple of probable charcoal hearths are present in the
eastern part.
Area 3

The former ornamental walks of Tyneham House. These date from the mid 18th
century and consist of lines and groups of oak/beech/sycamore and lime with some
other species scattered about. The oldest trees in Tyneham Woods occur here.
The ground flora•on the eastern side of Tyneham House is very similar to that in
Area 1, but poorer on the western side.
Dead Wood
Dead wood in the form of fallen branches and decayed coppice stools is quite
plentiful. Many branches have been knocked down by shells. Hollow or dead standing
trees are very scarce, and few trees are suffuciently overmature to be of great :
importance for dead wood fauna.
A e of the Woodland.
Tyneham Woods are notable for the rich epiphytic lichen flora recorded by
Francis Rose. He equated this richness with the woods being ancient, probably
primary. Although species such as the Carex species listed can be considered
to be indicators of ancient woodland, the ground flora generally is not rich.
There is a complete absence of boundary earthworks, but there arc slight signs
of contour terraces in the southern half of the wood.
Tyneham Woods are situated in an enclosed valley open only to the sea. It
is probable that the lichen flora is rich because of the geographical situation
of the wood and is perhaps more comparable with coastal woodlands further west
in Britain. There can be little doubt that the woodland in Tyneham Gwyle is
7. 10.3.
ancient, probably primary, but in my opinion Tyneham Woods, even Area 1, are
possibly ancient secondary woodland, albeit adjacent to the Tyneham Gwyle
woodland.
Management

The woods have been neglected since the M.O.D. took over the area, but
natural processes of decay and regeneration have taken place in that time. Many
of the oaks etc. are mature or starting to become overmature and therefore
potentially dangerous. Many of the larger trees have been marked for felling
prior (I was told by a Range Warden) to the area being opened up to the public.
If this is so, it is probable that whatever interest there may be for dead wood
fauna will be seriously diminished; likewise the lichen interest.
Summary 

Tyneham Woods are possibly not primary but are ancient secondary woodland
adjacent to probably primary woodland in Tyneham Gwyle. The woods have been
neglected for 40 years and there is a good range of dead wood, mostly of smaller
sizes, but few large trees of particular interest. Many of the older generation
of trees are scheduled for felling which will certainly decrease any special
interest there is at the site.
Paul T. Harding
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THE INVERTEBRATE FAUNA OF THE MATURE TIMBER HABITAT
SURVEY OF AREAS
8. Vest Midlands (En land) Re ion
The following areas have been visited as part of a national survey
commissioned by N.C.C. from I.T.E. The background and sources of this survey
are outlined in the contract report of March 1976. Some areas were reported
on in detail. These reports are included herewith in numerical order according
to the following list. The remaining areas have, for various reasons, not
warranted detailed reports. Summary descriptions of them have been made and
included in either of the contract reports (March 1976 or March 1977) where the
descriptions appear in the numbered "Area Descriptions" section.
All visits were made by P.T. Harding, almost invariably with the prior
permission of the owner or his agents (except in the case of public access
areas). All opinions expressed are related to the conservation value and
potential of a given area for the invertebrates of mature and overmature trees,
dead wood and associated biotopes.
Area, County
Report number/
Date visitedArea description
Pettypool Wood, Delamere, Cheshire April 1976 1977-20
Bretton Clough, Derbyshire May 1976 1977-21
Chatsworth Park, Derbyshire May 1976 8.1/1977-22
Padley Woods, Derbyshire May 1976 1977-23
Cotswold BeechwoodsGloucestershire
,
August 1976 8.2/1977-24
Forest of Dean, Gloucester May 1976 8.3/1977-25
Highmeadow Woods, Gloucestershire May 1976
.'.1977-26
Brampton Bryan Park, Hereford
and Worcester
September 1975 8.4/1976-39
Dymock Wood, Hereford & Worcester May 1976 1977-27
Eastnor Park, Hereford and Worcester October 1977 8.5
Holme Lacy Park, Hereford and May 1976 8.6/1977-28
Worcester



Lea Bailey Inclosures, Hereford and May 1976 1977-29
Worcester



Moccas Deer Park, Hereford and September 1975 et seg. 1977 Appendix II
Worcester



Pipers Hill Common, Hereford and April1976 1977-30
Worcester



Report number/
Area, County Date visited Area description
Upper Olchon Valley, Hereford and September1975 1976-41
Worcester
Wyre Forest, Herefordand Worcesten/SalopJuly 1976
The Hollies,Stiperstones,Salop September1975
Brockton Coppice, Cannock Chase, August 1975
Staffordshire
dhurnet Valley Woods, Staffordshire May 1976
PackingtonPark, West Midlands June 1976
8.7/1977-31
1976-42
1976-44
1977-32
8.8/1977-33
8. 1. 1.
CHATSWORTH PARK
DERBYSHIRE
National Grid reference : 43/2570
Visited : 11 May 1976
Owner : Duke of Devonshire
Agent : D.R. Penrose, Estate Office, Edensor, Bakewell, Derbyshire.
Chatsworth Park lies on Millstone Grit overlain by neutral/acid loamy
downwash soils with boulders and fine gravels. The hill on the easternside
is steep, rising to over 230 m 0.D. within the woods, with rocky outcrops
of Grit in places, especially in the southern part, and at Dobb Edge.
The Old Park
This lies to the south of Chatsworth House, and is bounded on the eastern
side by the River Derwent, and elsewhere by a wall and a ha-ha. Cattle, sheep,
red and fallow deer were grazing in this area. Much of the Old Park is open
grassland with scattered groups of 100-150 year old oak and elm maidens and
individual ancient pollards. The eastern edge, rising up the hill, and the
valley along the southern edge are poorly drained, with some dense bracken beds,
small flushes with Juncus and, in the upper valley, areas of large boulder
"clitter".
This eastern and southern area contains the oldest oaks (O. robur) and is
the area referred to by Hawksworth as the "Beeley Lodge Oaks". Many of the
oaks are dead or senescent, with plenty of hollow specimens. Very difficult to
age, other than to say that they must exceed 300 years old. The agent reports
that they are believed to be over 600 years old. Few reach a very large girth,
but many of the pollards exceed 3 m girth. Some oaks have probably not been
pollarded. Fallen dead wood is plentiful. There is a scatter of young birch,
alders and a few planted larch of about 15 years. Individually fenced oaks.of
10-25 years are scattered through much of the valley area of ancient oaks.
There is a fenced beech/sycamore plantation in the Old Park, and an unfenced
larch/sycamore plantation on rising ground on the eastern edge.
The Woodlands
The woodlands of the west facing hillside east of the park contain some
fine maiden oaks of 100-200 years and some older oaks as well as beech, holly, yew
and many other species, mainly exotics. The older oaks are mainly in the south on
the rocky slopes above the Old Park.
8. 1. 2.
The remainin arkland
The parkland. west of the Derwent is very open, with few trees, although
some are probably over 250 years old.
The park north of Chatsworth House is more open than the Old Park, but
does contain a good scatter of ancient oaks, especially in a small area just
north of the house. There is also an interesting area of stunted oaks,
probably of coppice origin, growing on Grit "clitter" below Dobb Edge. This
is structurally similar to some oak woods in Wales and Devon, although it is
grazed through and has a poor ground flora.
Summary

Chatsworth Park contains several areas of high potential importance for
dead wood fauna: the Old Park, especially the upper slopes, and valley to the
south, the wooded ridge on the eastern side, and areas in the northern park,
just north of the house, and below Dobb Edge. Oak is the only species of
importance, although there are a few overmature beech and holly. Soils are
mainly acid with much bracken in the areas of oldest oaks. Dead wood is
plentiful as standing dead trees, hollow trees, dead branches and fallen dead
wood. The Old Park contains oaks of 100-150 years and 10-25 years adjacent to
the ancient trees which must exceed 300 years. The Old Park is not open to the
public and is grazed by stock and deer.
Paul T. Harding
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8. 2. 1..
COTSWOLD BEECHWOODS
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
National Grid references : 32/8712 (Popes Wood)
32/8913 (Buckholt Wood)
32/8914 (Cooper's Hill)
Visited : 5 August 1976
This group of beechwoods on the Cotswolds was selected for inclusion in
the Nature Conservation Review and was recommended by N.C.C. staff as containing
the most mature examples of beechwoods in Gloucestershire.
Popes Wood
This also includes an area called Buckholt Wood distinct from that des-
cribed in the following section. It lies on a ridge with the boundary between
Cranham and Upton St. Leonards parishes running along the crest. The wood is
mixed broadleaved high forest with areas of coppice and some conifer/broadleaved
mixed woodland. There are a few old beech of probably about 200 years, but most
beech are between 100 and 150 years. Sycamore, present as mature trees, is
regenerating freely in places; and there are various other exotic species in the
area. The ground flora is rich but much of the area is damaged by unrestricted
public access. There is very little dead wood present in this wood.
Buckholt Wood
The area due north of Cranham village. It lies on a south facing slope
dissected by several stream valleys. Mainly high forest beech of about 150 years
with some older broad crowned trees of up to 300 years. There is an understorey
of holly and yew and some ash in the stream valleys. Although there is some.decay
of the older beech trees, dead wood is scarce, except as stumps and occasional
fallen limbs. The ground flora is rich, especially near the stream courses.
Coo er's Hill Common
This Local Nature Reserve is an area of woodland and some grassland which
has almost certainly developed on the site of some ancient quarries along the
steep hill crest. The woodland is mainly overgrown beech coppice and naturally
regenerated saplings, but with a few isolated, stunted but mature beech with very
broad crowns. There is also some ash and elm in places. Dead wood is not plentiful
although there are some fallen dead branches and dead standing coppice stems in
places. The ground flora is limited in species.
8. 2. 2.
Summary

The three woods visited (Popes Wood, Buckholt Wood and Cooper's Hill)
contain several types of beech dominated woodland with few overmature trees
and little dead wood, either standing or fallen. Buckholt Wood and probably
Popes Wood are almost certainli ancient but there seems to be little evidence
to suggest that either is likely to be particularly rich in dead wood fauna,
although it is probable that several Diptera would be associated with the
mature beech.
Paul T. Harding
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8. 3. 1.
THE FOREST OF DEAN
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
National Grid references : 32/5.0, 32/5.1, 32/6.0 and 32/6.1
Visited : 18-19 May 1976
Owners/Managers : Forestry Commission
According to Rackham (1976) the Forest of Dean was probably one of the last
areas in England to be cleared of primeval forest and brought into some form of
organised woodland management. A history of the forest is given by Hart (1966).
It seems probable that the forest was used mainly to supply coppice wood for
charcoal production, at least since the Middle Ages, although being so near the
Severn, it is not surprising that it also supplied naval timber. Most of the
forest is now managed by the Forestry Commission, and the areas of mature
deciduous woodland are now much reduced. The following areas are probably the
most important ones still under native broadleaved woodland. The forest is
increasingly becoming of importance for recreation, being little more than one
hour's drive (using the M5 and M50) from the West Midlands conurbation. Forest
policy is now organised to accommodate the recreational requirement and it is
possibly leading to a greater willingness to retain the last areas of deciduous
woodland.
F.C. com artment 2 2 (12 ha) in Churchill Inclosure - 32/6208
Nominally oak/beech P.1857, which is high forest, with some sweet chestnut
and with holly, rowan and birch as understorey. There are about 10 older oaks
(so called Charles Oaks) which are probably 2504-years old. There are also 2
large beech of the same vintage. These "Charles Oaks" and the beech have fairly
straight trunks with low branching which suggests development in open conditions.
These trees are now overmature, with dead wood in the crowns and some recently
fallen branches. There are some old stunted oaks with possibly pollard type.
growth along the roadside. Lop and top from thinning and general fallen dead
wood is plentiful. Hawthorn is absent in this area. The "Charles Oak", a
massive pollard tree, is in compartment 247.
F.C. com artment 249 (circa 9-10 ha), just north of the Rising Sun Public
House - 32/630090
An area of high forest oak P.1857 and beech P.1906. Mainly rather closely
grown oaks with a few beech. Some beech natural regeneration. Very little dead
wood.
8. 3. 2.
F.C. compartments 534/535 (45 ha), 544a (circa 6 ha) and 542/543 (49 ha),
29 0 (circa 30 ha) Russells Inclosure
The former two areas are P.1848 oak, and the latter two are P.1810 oak.
The area is well thinned oak high forest with a few beech and with holly, rowan
and hawthorn scattered about and even with a few mature conifers. There are very
few trees older than the stated plantation age and all is very open and tidy with
only a little lop and top from thinnings.
F.C. com artments 110 111 ( ha) 112 (circa 16 ha) and 11 d (circa 4 ha)
The Nagshead Inclosure including the Birdbox area. 32/6008
and 32/6009
This is an impressive looking area of oak fP.1814) high forest with a few
older oak, beech and sweet chestnut and some early 19th century planted conifers.
There is an understorey of holly with rowan and some birch. Holly, rowan, birch,
oak and locally beech are regenerating. Sweet chestnut was clearly commoner and
several recently felled trees are regenerating from the stumps. It is also
regenerating by seed and some areas of this young regeneration have been cut
recently. There are some large overmature sweet chestnut of 3.5-4 m girth. The
oldest (pre P.1814) oak and beech are typical of such trees in Dean, with low
branching, spread-crowned trees which are not pollards, having clearly developed
in open situations.
Worcester Walk
Buffer zone belts of old oak along the 84028 give way to mid 19th century
plantation of beech and oak with a dense mixed deciduous understorey. Clearly
not managed as vigorously as most areas, but still rather tidy and lacking in
much dead wood or overmature trees.
Speech House
Between Cannop and the eastern edge of the forest, along the B4226, is a
200 m wide strip on either side of the road of early 19th century oak high forest
and older broad crowned oaks. Much of this is used by the public for recreation,
and car parks etc. are sited within some of the better areas of overmature oak.'
Dead wood, except in the crowns of the trees, is scarce.
Roadsides
Buffer zone belts of oak high forest mixed with other native species, of
19th century origin line most of the public and forest roads in the forest, and
are around several old mine heap areas (e.g. Parkend to Coleford Road). However,
8..3. 3.
the trees are seldom as well grown as those in the main plantation areas.
Summary

Most of the woodland of Dean has been converted to conifer/mixed plantations
during the 20th century, but some areas of oak and beech high forest originating
in the first half of the 19th century remain. These however are actively managed,
and overmature trees are very infrequent. These areas are in Worcester Walk,
Churchill Inclosure, Nagshead Inclosure and Russells Inclosure. Some pre 19th
century trees, probably the former standards of short rotation coppice-with-
standards woodland remain at Speech House and Worcester Walk, along the roadsides
in Nagshead Inclosure, and in a small area of Churchill Inclosure. Other than
lop and top, dead wood is scarce in the plantations. Dean seems not to have been
worked by many entomologists, but the limited recent reports tend to confirm that
its fauna is poorly represented by species associated with overmature trees and
large dead wood.
References
Hart, C.E. (1966). Royal Forest : a history of Dean's woods as producers of timber.
Clarendon Press, Oxford.
Rackham, O. (1976). Trees and woodland in the British Landscape. Dent, London.
Paul T. Harding
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8. 4. 1.
BRAMPTON BRYAN PARK
HEREFORD AND WORCESTER
National Grid reference : 32/36 72
Visited : 16 September 1975and 21 September 1977
Owner : C.C. Harley Esq., Brampton Bryan, Bucknell, Salop.
Brampton (Bryan) Castle was built by a member of the Harley family in the
14th century after the estate came, by marriage to the heiress to the Bryan lands,
to the Harleys. The castle and estate have remained in the Harley family to the .
present day. Mr. Harley does not know when the Park was enclosed, but he considers
it to be ancient, probably originating soon after the building of the castle. It
is listed as an extant deer park by Shirley (1867) and by Whitaker (1892), but
Whitehead (1950) does not mention the park.
Two historical records have been found by chance, 1) In Domesday Book, league
of wood is listed for the parish. This was "waste in the reign of Edward and after-
wards worth 5/-, now 10/-"; 2) C.J. Robinson, in his history of Herefordshire
Castles (1869) states that in 1646Sir Robert Harley was petitioning parliament •
for restitution of damage done to the estate during the Civil War. Brampton Bryan
and Wigmore Parks were "wholly laid open and destroyed" to the value of £500.
The original park was clearly almost circular in outline, suggesting a
medieval origin, but parts of the north-eastern portion have been taken into
cultivation. These fields do still have isolated trees within them and some groves
of trees along hedges are present, but few of these trees are old.
The western side is bounded by a stone wall and ditch which are probably on
the line of an earlier ha-ha.- The boundaries elsewhere are fences with little
evidence of banks or ditches.
The park lies to the north of Pedwardine Hill (327 m) and contains an
outlying spur of the hill in the western half. The western part of the park is
on the steep slopes of the spur and the eastern half is in a valley between the
spur, Pedwardine Hill and some gently rising ground on the eastern side. The
present S.S.S.I. includes most of the parkland of theflvalley with extensions to
the west and south on to higher ground.
The western part of the park - the heathy park, is mainly open unimproved
heathy grassland with some areas of conifer plantations. In the steeper areas
bracken is common and hawthorns are scattered among the bracken. Some groups
of oaks and single trees are scattered over this part, with some good examples
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of overmature/ancient oak pollards in the southern quarter. There are also
some belts and groups of beech and limetmainly stunted mature trees, on the
ridge of the spur.
The eastern part of the park - the valley and the slopes down from the
spur - are more densely covered with trees as well as containing a number of
block plantations. Oak, beech and sweet chestnut are the dominant trees of
this area. There is an excellent area of stunted oak pollards over bracken
on the southern-most slope of this area, but elsewhere oaks are mainly mature
or overmature maiden trees. A line of 35 venerable sweet chestnuts is a
notable feature of the park. Most of these are maiden trees, but some have
the form of pollards. This line of chestnuts is continued further by a line
of 150-200 year old sycamore, lime and oak. The remaining trees of the lower
perk are mainly mature and overmature oak, beech and sweet chestnut with some
conifers and exotic hardwoods. All the elms of the park (see N.C.R. description)
have gone, a few felled boles were seen. The grassland is almost all improved,
some areas are arable or have been ploughed in recent years.
A detailed tree survey of the whole park is in progress.
Evaluation
Although the park is indisputably rich for epiphytes, no real survey of the
fauna has been done. A single visit by F.A. Hunter produced a list of about a
dozen common lignophagous species. The half-day visit by Jonathan Cooter in
September 1977produced a small collection, which has still to be,identified.
1
The main difference between Moccas Deer Park and Brampton Bryan is the number of
ancient hollow, pollard oaks; this generation is virtually absent at Brampton.
Amounts of dead wood in the two are roughly similar, although at Brampton there
are some concentrations of old boles and fallen trees around the line of sweet
chestnuts. Until a comprehensive survey of the fauna has been done, it is not
realistic to suggest that Brampton Bryan Park is an equal alternative to Moccas
Deer Park.
Summary.
Brampton Castle has been in the Harley family since the 14th century, but
Mr. Harley cannot give a date for the origin of the park. The park lies on a
north/south ridge rising to 270 m, with two side valleys running north-east
to a flatter area near to the village. There are some notable sweet chestnuts
in the southernmost valley, and some areas of ancient oak pollards, on the ridge
and in the valleys. Most of the park is improved grassland, ley or arable
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although there are areas of conifer plantations on some slopes. There are few
young oak or sweet chestnuts, and the dead wood seems to be cleared in the
accessible parts of the park. There are almost no entomological records known
for the area, but it would seem to be potentially of interest. In no way can
it be considered a substitute for Moccas Deer Park without detailed survey of
the fauna.
References 

Robinson, C.J. (1869). A histor of the castles of Herefordshire and their
Lords. Longman, London.
Shirley, E.P. (1867). Some account of En lish deer arks. Murray,- London.
Whitaker, J. (1892). A descri tive list of the deer arks and addocks of
England. Ballantyne Hanson, London.
Whitehead, G.K. (1950). Deer and their mana ement in the deer arks of Great
Britain and Ireland. Country Life, London.
Paul T. Harding
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EASTNOR PARK
HEREFORD AND WORCESTER
National Grid reference : 32/74 37
Visited : 20 October 1977
Owner : Major and Mrs. Hervey-Bathurst, Eastnor Estate
This extensive park was visited briefly with Noel King (NCC Hereford and
Worcester). We were accompanied by the park-keeper, Mr. Wadley, who proved
to be most informative about the park and to have an intuitive knowledge of
the management requirements for the conservation of parkland.
The central valley of the park is fairly open with some areas of
comparatively lush grassland. There are scattered mature oaks, beeches and
a few other species and a few older oaks. To the east the ground rises to
a ridge with areas of more dense woodland and scrub including some good
overmature oaks. On the crest of the ridge the heathy grassland gives way
to extensive areas of bracken dotted with oaks and hawthorns. This area
appears to be undisturbed and seems to have considerable potential interest
for invertebrates associated with old trees and dead wood. This terrain seems
to extend over at least as far as the Obelisk, but time prevented us from seeing
all of it. This eastern part of the park could well repay further examination.
A herd of 300 red deer run on about 360 acres of the park, together with
some cattle. The park is used to a limited extent for camping, military
exercises and vehicle trials, but little evidence of serious damage to the trees,
or grassland was seen.
Fallen dead wood is almost absent in the valley but in the remoter eastern
part some dead wood was seen. Succession of oak in the park is limited to a
few areas of mature oak plantation along the ridge east of the valley. There is
a need for some planned planting in the valley and on the more open slopes.
The rare beetle Biblo orus minutus was recorded at "Eastnor Hill" under bark
in August 1936 by A.A. Allen. Other records may be held by him. Eastnor is a
locality occasionally referred to by Tomlin in his Herefordshire Coleoptera list.
Summary
Despite a very brief visit to the park, it is clear that some areas of
considerable potential interest exist in the eastern part of the park. There
are scattered overmature oaks with hawthorns, over bracken. Elsewhere there
8. 5. 2.
are areas of mature oak woodland as well as very open oak/beech parkland over
improved grassland. Biblo orus minutus has been recorded from Eastnor Hill
nearby.
Appendix Su estions for Mana ement
The park is already managed with a strong nature conservation bias. However,
the following guides may help to perpetuate the value of the park for wildlife,
particularly any special and rare insects associated with old trees and dead wood,
and epiphytic lichens that may occur.
Some trees, especially oaks and beech, should be allowed to see out their
full life-span and not be felled when mature.
Fallen dead wood and dead standing trees should be left undisturbed in the
brackeny areas and in the woodland of the eastern ridge.
A new generation of trees should be started, preferably using local seed.
These should be of the species already present in the park and in the ratios
of the present stocking ie. with a strong bias to oak. Ideally the central
valley should be planted with individually fenced trees; the ridge and eastern
part could be planted with single trees, belts and groups, appropriately fenced.
The heathy grassland and small marshy areas together with the bracken beds
add to the interest of the park giving a variety of field layer types. Any
alteration of this situation would detract from the interest of the park.
Reference
Allen, A.A. (1958). Biblo orus minutus Raf. (72höglundi Palm) (Col., Pselaphidae)
in Herefordshire : a definite British record. Entomolo ist's mon. Ma .
98, 110.
Paul T. Harding
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HOLME LACY PARK
HEREFORD AND WORCESTER
National Grid reference : 32/5534
Visited : 20 May 1976
Owners : Herefordshire County Council - School of Agriculture
This site was visited without permission, mainly by access from public
footpaths.
Much of the park is now improved pasture or arable, but about 50 ancient
trees are left. These are mainly oaks with a few sweet chestnut, Wellingtonia 
and cedar. The best areas of ancient oaks are at 32/553347 and 32/553340, on
the extreme south east near the former Deer Barn, and also on the western side
on the steep slope above Brick Kiln Wood. The oldest oaks are massive hollow
pollards, with some dead wood in the crowns. Dead wood seems to be cleared
away once it falls, but the trees are otherwise undisturbed. On the western
side of the park, and less frequently elsewhere, there are about 50 younger
maiden oaks of 150-200 years, and some similar aged or younger horse chestnut
and sycamore. Hawthorns are plentiful as tall shrubs in fields, areas of scrub
and in hedges.
Summary

The park has been reclaimed for arable and pasture, but about 50 ancient
trees remain, mainly pollard oaks. A similar number of 150-200 year oaks are
also present. Dead wood in the crowns and hollow trees are plentiful, but fallen
dead wood appears to be removed. The ancient trees are reported to be of interest
for lichens and they may still retain some interest for their invertebrates,
although many are in rather exposed positions in fields.
Paul T. Harding
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WYRE FOREST
HEREFORD AND WORCESTER/SALOP
Visited : 28-30 July 1976
Multiple ownership.
Seckley Wood (Ravine area) 32/765786
F.C. crop maps indicate oak P.1860-1890 with a few recently planted areas.
Mainly oak high forest with localised areas of overgrown oak coppice.
Probably oak coppice-with-standards replanted in the latter 19th century to high
forest. Oak maidens vary between circa 75 years and over 150 years. Other species
include the well known beeches, mainly maidens of a considerable age, some now well
decayed. There is a very large multi-stemmed beech in Cliff Wood. Also occurring
are birch, hazel, holly, gean and alder. The ground flora is typical of acid
facies with much Vaccinium and Luzula although the foot of the scarp has flushed
areas.
Dead wood is mainly small branches in the oaks and fallen around some of the older
oaks. A few beech are hollow and one fallen beech was noted.
There is a curious abundance of natural regeneration especially of beech within
the last 15 years possibly indicating a change of management, eg. withdrawal of
grazing.
Bowles Brook and its tributaries
This area is partly in F.C., N.C.C. and E.F.G. ownership with many small areas
in various ownerships. N.C.C. is actively negotiating for much of the area. Dis-
cussions with Mr. F. Fincher revealed that the oldest-trees lie along Dowles Brook
near Oak Cottage. We looked at this arca and I found the oak there to be little
different to that seen in the high forest areas further up Dowles Brook, in Shelf
Held and Town Coppice and along Mad Brook.
There are large areas of 100-120 year old oak high forest which are doubtless
of high conservation value, but lack the ancient tree element relevant to this
survey. There are also extensive areas of oak dominated coppice along Dowles Brook,
and in Langdon and Withybed Woods.
Eymore Wood
Much of this wood has been replanted in the last 20 years, mainly with conifers.
The remaining areas of oak high forest and oak coppice in Compts 14, 15, 16, 18, 19,
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20 and 25 are very similar to much of the main body of Wyre although there are
a few old beech on the lower slopes of the Severn scarp. The oak areas are
extensively used by the public for recreation.
Summary

Oak, the dominant tree of Wyre, of more than 150 years seem to be very rare
in the area except as boundary pollards within forest clearings. A few overmature
beech are present in Seckley Wood and also in Eymore Wood. The area is reported
to be of high conservation value for dead uood fauna, but published records are
few. Hickin (1971) in his book on Wyre Forest lists a few rare Coleoptera and
Fowler (1889-1891) lists Bewdley Forest as a locality for some species associated
with dead wood. As a large Royal Forest area, mainly under deciduous woodland,
Wyre must be of importance of "Old Forest" insect species, but probably not those
associated with overmature trees.
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8. 8. 1.
PACKINGTON PARK
•
WEST MIDLANDS
National Grid reference : 42/2284
Visited : 3 June 2284
Owner : Lord Aylesford, Packington Hall, Meriden.
Packington Park lies between Coventry and the Birmingham conurbation on
the east and west sides, with the M6 and A45 running close by on the north and
south sides. In such a location it is surprising that so much "wild" land has
not been developed, although parts of the park and its environs are now being
opened up for recreational use based on a Golf and Country Club.
History
The park was emparked in 1777from the Forest of Arden. Arden was not a
Royal Forest, but retained a high proportion of woodland into the 16th century.
Early 17th century maps show a deer park in the approximate location of
Packington Park. The Old Hall was demolished during the Commonwealth and
Packington Hall-was built in 1670; presumably the estate of the hall took in the
older deer park. The 1st Edition Ordnance Survey maps show the park considerably
larger than it is today.
Part of the park was requisitioned for the Allied Forces during the 1939-45
war and a complex of buildings was developed in the north-eastern-quarter. Some
of these buildings or their bases remain. Extensive gravel workings began in
1952 in the northern part of the park. All extraction work has now ceased and
the pits are now water-filled and have been landscaped to some extent.
To o ra h 'and.Soils
The park is on undulating ground with a flat plain running east from the hall,
and with a stream valley, partly dammed, which runs south of the hall to join the
River Dlythe on the western edge of the park.
The soils are mainly light and sandy, of glacial origin. In the deer park
the light mineral soils are overlain by a deep layer of humus. The underlying
strata are Triassic (Keuper) Marls.
Present Land Use
The original park is now under three distinctly different forms of.management.
8. 8. 2.
Arable. There is an extensive area of arable land mainly on the west and
south sides of the park. There are still some scattered old trees, mainly oaks
in this area.
Forest of Arden Golf and Countr Club. This newly launched company is
chaired by Lord Aylesford. It is based on the northern part of the park
utilising the flooded gravel workings for fishing and other areas disturbed
by extraction and by the military for a 9 hole golf course, golf range and for
a shooting ground. A club house/restaurant/bar complex overlooks the main
coarse fishing area. A second 9 hole golf course is in the process of construc-
tion, this takes in some of the eastern end of the deer park. There are other
areas for fishing within the park which are open to fishermen licensed by the
Country Club.
Deer Park. This is not open to the public except for access to the
fishing waters and to the church. Much of the arca is open unimproved bracken
heath, pasture and oak woodland in open canopy with old pollards anf young
maidens. There are some areas of improved pasture near the hall. At least 100
Menil Fallow deer and a few sheep were seen.
The Oaks of the Deer Park
The striking feature of Packington is the number of ancient pollard oaks
together with younger, but stag-headed maidens and more vigorous oak maidens of
50-75years and 100-150 years. These are best seen between the park pool and
the East Gate, and in the north-western corner of the present deer park, on a
slight hill.
Dead and dying trees are plentiful and many hollow pollards remain, some
containing large accumulations of leaf-litter and wood mould. Fallen trees and
limbs are present, and much seems to be left where it falls if it is not
obstructing tracks or obviously unsightly.
There is a lack of young oaks (less than 50 years) and no attempt seems to
be made to foster a new generation in the deer park. However, I believe that
the second 9 hole golf course will go through part of the eastern part of the park
and here, although some old trees will be removed, it is to be hoped that young
oaks or acorns of local provenance uill be planted.
The stag headed maiden oaks seem to be dying back at about 300 years old.
This die-back may be due to a lowered water table or to aerial pollution.
Dead Wood Fauna
No samples of fauna were taken, but all the evidence, from flight holes in
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dead wood and from the abundance of fallen and standing dead wood, indicate
that Packington is potentially a very interesting area. Oak is the dominant
tree with hawthorn being present around small areas of woodland, and alder in
wet hollows and especially in Church Wood. There are a few senile beech in
the park.
Summary.
Packington Park is placed between two large centres of population, Coventry
and Birmingham, and therefore there is considerable pressure for access by the
public. Part of the park is now open for fishing, golf and shooting but most
of the better remnants of the old deer park are not open to the public. Ancient
pollard oaks are plentiful and there is a good range of younger trees. The best
areas of open canopy oak woodland over bracken/grass heath are east of the park
pool and on a rise in the north west of the park. It is apparently unknown
entomologically, but as a relic of the Forest of Arden could be of considerable
interest. The epiphyte flora is unlikely to be rich owing to the aerial pollution
which may also be causing die back on the older maiden oaks.
Paul T. Harding
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